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PAPER 1

JUST WAR AND) HUMAN RIGHTS

Author: Stan Windass

I JUST WAR AND) PEACEKEEPING: TWO TRADITIONS IN TENSION
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On one side of this polarity is the just war tradition, which enshrines
the belief that war is a necessary instrument of justice in the global
community of nations. The central concept of the Just War tradition, most
clearly expressed by Thomas Aquinas in the thirteenth century, was that
war is regarded as an instrument of justice in the international coinmunity.
The concept depends on a comparison between the internai life of a nation,
ini wbich individuals are ruled by the State, with the Ii1e of the international
'community', in wbich states themnselves are tike individuais (though there
is as yet no world State).

The logic is compelling. In the international community, as in th
one, there must be order. Internally, every state finds it necessai
some system of judicial restraint and punishment in order to r
crixninals; clearly, someone must do the saine job in the int
community. But in the international community, there are 'sov
that is, states of princes who are, by definition, supreme; and as
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international niatters, just as they have in internai matters.
alternative would be international anarchy. This idea gives positiv(
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to its use, this is the central light which illuminates the whole syster
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power than violence, and the practical lesson which was emibedded i the
Easter story was that 'He who takes the sword shall perish by the sword'.

(y) As long as Christianity was a protest movement within the Roman
Empire the pacifist tradition was dominant, and for centuries
Christians could not undertake military service. However, when
Christianity became more 'respectable' and eventuaily, under Constantine,
the officiai religion of the Roman Empire, there had to, be some
accommodation to political realities. Nonviolence might be a sustainable
position for an individual, but difficuit for a vast empire surrounded by
hostile forces. The Just War tradition emerged out of this tension between
the ideal of pacifismn and political reality.

(vi) Great cultural traditions are neyer discarded. They remain part of us,
the raw material for the future. The non-violent tradition remained very
much alive, and eventuaily gave rise to the political and legal humanitarian
movement which took shape i the Hague Conventions at the beginning of
the nineteenth century. One of the original inspirations of the humanitarian
international-law tradition was the work of Henri Dunant, a Genevan who
had seen the suflèring of wounded soldiers on the battlefield who were
deprived of medical care.

In accord with this original inspiration, the humanitarian tradition was not at
ail concerned with just wars. It was concemned rather with the injustice
manifested i aHl wars. A central concerni of international regulations bas
always been subjects like the treatment of prisoners, the treatment of
wounided, the treatment of noncombatants, the conduct of neutral states - A
those problems, i fact, which were peripheral for thxe just-war theorists;
problems which they touched on very lightly, if at ail.

(vii) The sharpest contrast ini the manner of treating these subjects between
the just war and the humanitarian tradition was in the question of
neufrality. Instead of being a regrettable situation in which some nations
find themnselves uninformed, neutrality in international law acquires a
privileged and assured status. Neutrals have international privileges of
inviolability, and must observe a strict code of conduct in return for these
privileges. In the just war tradition on the other hand. the rules drawn u'



The fact is that the two traditions in some ways start from diametrically
opposed viewpoints. The just-war theory, for ai its restriction, reniains
essentiaily a theory regarding the justice of war and the sovereignty of
nations, whereas the anti-war tradition, from the very necessity of
effectiveness, starts from an implicit assumnption of the injustice of war and
the interdependence of nations.

(viii) The difficulty with the humanitarian anti-war tradition has always
been that it does not take realpolitik seriously enough. The focus on
saving lives and exclusively hunianitarian intervention i conflict is noble
and prophetic, but the logic of war dictates that the hununitarian intervener
will become a pawn i the war gaine, seen by either side as a means to the
end, which is victory. The difficulty with the Just War tradition has always
been that it invites "sovereigns" to become both judges and executioners i
their own cause.

(àx) The Uinited Nations in its theory and practice over the past flfty years
has incorporated both conflicting traditions. The Security Council was i
its foundation essentially ini the just war tradition. It was an alliance of the
victorious powers to enforce the world's peace. For the first time i history
there was to be an undisputed legitimnate authority for enforcement action.
There was due process for identiiying and judging crimial states, and a
joint mihitary comxmand for restraining them by force if necessary. Ail this
was enshrined in Chapter 7 of the UN Charter, under the heading of
enibrenent action.

(x) In fact, the Security Coundil as world peacekeeper was stillborn. The Cold
War split it down the middle, and the opposing sides divided the Security
Coundil. The opposig sides had a much deeper conumitment to their
ideology than to enforcing global justice through the United Nations. What
did emerge, from the Qeneral Assembly rather than from the Security
Council, was a complex array of peacekeeping initiatives which depended
entirely on the consent of the conflicting parties, on the principle of non-
intervention, mediation and on humanitarian. relief. Ail this activity was
veiy much in lUne with the non-violent tradition, and bypassed both the
just war theory and the original concept and purpose of the Security
CounciL.

4
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l GENOCIDE

(i) During the past century a third force, the human rights movement, has
emerged which combines the energies of compassion embodied in the
non-violent tradition and the structural energies of the just war
tradition. In the generation following the Second World War the crimne of
genocide - the systematic killing of large groups of human beings because
of their race or belief - was largely identified i public consciousness; with
the Holocaust. During the Second World War the Nazi regime in Gernmny,
under the leadership of Adoif Hitler, undertook the destruction of the
Jewish people i Europe. Destruction of the Jews in concentration camps
was proclaimed as the final solution of the Jewish problem. During the war
over six million Jews - men, women and children - were kllled in accord
with the deliberate policy of the Third Reich and i pursuit of this 'finl
solution'. Images of piled-up and wasted human bodies: the living hardly
distinguishable from the dead, waiting to be fed into the finaces of
Auschwitz, were seared into the consciousness of our society and lefi an
indelible mark. Genocide was identifled with the Nazis and, more broadly,
with the Fascists, the defeated enemy of the triumphant allies.

(ii) The victorious powers initiated criminal proceedings against the
vanquished, and established a new category of 'Crimes Against
Humanity', i which genocide was included, and the surviving leaders of
the Third Reich were duly tried and punished by the International Tribunal
in Nuremberg.

(iii) The Nazi regime functioned for a while as a suitable scapegoat, but in
the past half-century many other images of genocide have forced their
way into our consciousness. One of the victorious allies, the regime of
Joseph Staihi, tumned out to 1e responsîble for the deaths of between 500
000 and 1 100 000 of his own Soviet people, tortured and executed and
often starved to death i the frozen wastes of Siberia because they were
politicaily incorrect. Ini 1988 Saddamn Hussein's henchmen (still i power)
dug holes in Northern Iraq ten meters square and three meters deep; then
lined up Kurdish people (equal i dignity and rights) beside the pits, shot
thern, and bulldozed the mass graves without checkig that ail were dead



(iv) We can no longer rest comfortably on the assumption that such
behavior is a freak of history which was eliminated by the victory of the
forces of light at the end of the Second World War. Neither can we blame
ail genocide on Ihscism, on barbarisni, or on religlous belief.
Uncomfortable as it is, we have to accept that genocide and the potential for
genocide is part of the hunian condition. And that means part of us.

To an extent we do not like to acknowledge, the political landscape which
we inherit has been shaped b>' war, and war and genocide have always been
close companions. The sacking of cities was flot invented in the second
millennium AD, but in the fourth niillennium BC. Victorious armies
celebrated in the classical epics of Greece and Rome had no0 compunction
about 'putting to the sword' entire populations identified as alien and hostile
to the conquering powers. And what of ourselves - our own recent and
glorious histor>'? What would have been the outcome had Wmston
Churchill been indicted for war crimes i connection with the systematic
incineration of the city of Dresden in (Jermany i 1944, at a time when it
was known to be packed with tens of thousands of refùgees fleeing from the
Russian onslaught i the East?

And what of the United States? How did it corne about that there were 50
million Indians in North America at the beginning of the expansion to the
West, and only 100 000 at the end? And, ini much more recent histor>' how
close was the collusion between the USA and genocidal regimes i Central
America where crushing the commumst menace was seen as the paramounit
security objective of US policy?

(v) War la about identity - such as imposing a dominant identity through
conquest, breaklng free from a dominant identity through wars of
liberation. War and genocide are as old as civilization. The history of
civilization as seen from outer space would be a turmoil of competing
empires, cultures, identities, periodically devouring each other and
aznalgamating, and then exploding i fragments. The motive power of this
turmoil bas been war, and it has ifequent>' been accompanied b>' the
shadow of genocide.

Genocide is the tlip side of an affirmation of identit>'. When tribal identity
is at stake there is an ahnost irresistible biological force which causes the
warring tribes to perceive the enemy> as allen - as not real>' belonging to the
sanie species, but flindamentally evil or corrupt and therefore to be
destroyed. The>' are usual>' given dehumanizing hate mames like Huns
(Germany) i the Second World War, or 'Siants' (Vietnarnese) i the
Vietnam War. Such feelings are potentially present i us ail.

(vi) This is however just one haif of the picture. The age of the empire bas
abruptly corne to an end. The world is shrinking i size through the

JW&G, Ch 1, Ottawa,. Dcc.2000



extraordiary explosion of communications. The globe îs becoming a
village. Satellite communications and information sharing have generated a
transparency revolution which, has changedtotally and irreversibly the
space and territory which we inhabit. Artificial state boundaries have been
frozen, creating ethnic stress for which there is no longer any resolution by
war and bloodshed.

(vii) In parallel with this revolution in transparency is a massive spiritual
shift manifested in the human rights movement. The depth and scope of
this movement cannot be overestimated. The central pillar of the human
rights movement, resonating down the centuries from the timne of the French
Revolution and the Amnerican Declaration of Independence, and enshrined
alter the Second World War i the first article of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, is that 'Ail hurnan beings are born, free and equal in
dignity and rights'.

This is i essence the countervailing force that is beig mustered against
genocide. In the human rights perspective, there is no more flindamental
right than the right of life. There can be no more radical assault on universal
human rights than the systematic slaughter of a group of human beings
because of their ethnic origin, political ailiation or beliefs. This is ideed
the archetypal crime of crimes i the human rights perspective. If this is
tolerated or condoned anywhere i the world, then the whole human rights
edifice is undermined.

(viii) The human rights movement however is flot just a juridical theory. It la
a new perception, a 'paradligm shift', ln response to the shrinking world
and the end of empire. Seen i another context, it is an explosion of
compassion; brealdng out of the confines of nationalisma and local identity
and floodig out to the furthest corners of the globe. Compassion and the
human rights movement are basically an assertion that there is only one



out for our help. This child was our child. A quarter of a century later when
this saine child, Kim Phuc then 34 years old, appeared at a mnass raily of
Vietnam Veterans in the Mail in Washington, tears feil like ramn.

(x) The world is in a state of transition. The transition is profound, rapid,
disorientating. It is essentialiy a transition from a mnany-tribe culture to,
a one-tribe culture. There are no longer any aliens. This transition will
flot be achieved without pain, and it will take generations. But the transition
is taking place, and it is irreversible. It is a metamnorphosis as radical as that
which takes place when a caterpillar changes form and becomes a buttertly.
In the chrysais phase, which is in between, the caterpillar dissolves into a
kind of biochemnical soup which appears to have no structure. Yet there is a
starting point and an end point, and there is a simultaneous process of
destruction and building. We are in such a chrysalis phase.



MI WORK IN PROGRESS

We need vision, and we need prophets. Without them we bave nothing to, aspire
to, and no sense of direction. Nothing however can be a greater mistake than to,
imagine that the evolution is comptete when we are'stl ini the chrysalis phase.
Everything we do must lead towards the end point, which is in this case the total
abolition of war. The end is achievable, perbaps in a shorter time than we thnk
But in the meantime, there is a great deal of bard work to be done. The
transformation is by no means automatic but depends on sustained endeavor and
on the ability to hold a vision while coping with ail the chaotic messiness of
realpolitik.

The following chapters outline work in progress, and provide an agenda for the
beginning of the millennium.

(i) Genocide and Politicide i Global Perspective: The Historical Record
and Future Risk
A uthors: Barbara Harff and Ted Robert Gurr

If we are serious about tackling the problem of genocide we must first of al
make sure we now exactly what we are talking about. Barbara H-arif and
Ted Robert Gurr apply a rigorous sociological discipline to delning and
analyzing the problemn as a prerequisite to purposefui action. They first of
ail draw attention to the scale of the problemn and provide clear and
workable definitions. They then develop a structural model for the
preconditiorîs of genocide and poiticide, and identify accelerators and
decelerators in at-risk situations. Finally applying their deflned criteria they
identify current high risk cases and point the way forward from early
warning to early response. Their work is an essential basis for systemnatie



(i)Genocide, Humanitariafi Intervention and International Law

Author: S5teven Haines

Steven Haines suggests a paradigm shift in the concept of humanitarian

intervention, based on established jurisprudential theory and evolving

hunian rights law. The concept of the right to intervention in cases of crimes

against humanity should be replaced by the concept of an obligation to

intervene, related to a duty to the victinis. The concept is ground breaking,

but in tune with the evolution of public opinion and of international

customary law. Nor is it an abstract concept removed from political reality.

The conditions of the just war, which were updated and repeated in the UN

Charter, ensure that political realism is an integral part of any decision to

act forcibly. Both the just war tradition and the UN Charter emerge from a

marriage of idealismn and realpolitik. Without such a marriage our

endeavours are sterile.

(iv) Humanitariali Assistance and Military Intervention- Future Roles,

Future Prospects
Author: Tim Laurence

Huinanitarian assistance and military intervention represents two

contrasting traditions, and are uneasy bedfeilows. Nevertheless they are

necessary bedfellows, and neither can exclude the other. Much confusion

bas been caused i previous operations by failures of communication

between these two bedfellows. Tim Laurence, working on the basis of a

careibi analysis of past intervention, makes a fbrceful and coherent set of

recommendations for strengthening this relationship. Above ail, there must

be firmn political control at the apex of the political-military-h1JIfafitarian

tranl embodied in the key post of Special Representative of the

Secretary-General. Tensions will not be eliminated, but vastly improved

cooperation is possible with a clearer deTition of tasks. I3oth the

hunianitarian organizations and the military share an identical long-term

objective, which is the restoration of a condition of peace, stabllity and

justice.

(v) A UN Constabulaiy To Enforce Law and Crimes Against Humanity

Authors: Saul Mendlovitz and John Fousek

An embryo international criniinal court now exists with responsibility for

genocide and crimes against huinanity. However, an international crimnhal

court cannot function unless it lias an associated constabulary with the

responsibility of preventing crime and arresting and punishing criniinals.

Such a constabulary would be complementary to but in n way replace

other enforcemnent mecbanisnis such as militaiy intervention forces. It

would however present less political obstacles, at least in the early stages,

and be less expensive. It is clear that the fbnctions of the constabulary must

be performed by someone, and that the time to begin to build an



inappropriate structure is now. The authors do us a service by examining
the conceptual basis and the practicalities of launching this initiative.

(vi) The UN: A Problem of Authority
Author: Brian Urquhart

Speaking from the vantage point of Secretary-General for Special Political
Afihirs in the UN for 20 years, Brian Urquhart provides a niasterly
overview of the history of UN peacekeeping operations since 1945. He
explains how the global peace enforcement concept established by the
alliance of victors in World War Il collapsed because of the Cold War, and
the confusing compromise of peacekeeping by consent emerged in its place.
The sudden end of the Cold War in 1990 caused an intervention cuphoria,
in wbich forceful interventions were carried out almost indiscriminately and
with totally inadequate planning and resources. Tbis short-lived euphoria
evaporated leaving behind a "morning afler" cynicism. While niaking
forceful suggestions about steps to be taken in the inimediate future, Brian
Urquhart insists that no substantial progress can be made without a shift in
attitudes to sovereignty. There cannot be any effective global peacekeeping
without some poollng of authority in relation to enforcement measures.

)farms.



them. An important element of the future strategy for global peacekeeping
must be to promote regional peacekeeping organisations which can act with
the authorization of the Security Council of the UN.

(àx) The Use of a Private Military Company; A Case Study from Sierra
Leone - Jonah Schulhofer-Wohl

In our search for the way forward we must not close our minds to,
unconventional approaches. The use of a private milltary company in Sierra
Leone in cooperation with the UN was an important leamning experience. It
had ail the fainiliar benefits of discipline, focus, accountability and
efficiency which politicians of ail hues have become familiar with in
successful delegation of authority from the public to the private sector in
national affairs. We cannot negleot useful lessons from experience, and
Jonah Schulhofer-Wohl bas donc us a service by providing an extremnely
weli researched account of this aspect of the Sierra Leone operation.

(x) Report of the Panel of UN Peace Operations

The Secretary-General asked the Panel of United Nations Peace Operations,
composed of individuals experienced in various aspects of conflict
prevention, peacekeeping and peace-building, to assess the shortcomings of
the existing system and to make frank, specific and realistic
recoinmendations for change. Their recommendations focus not only on
politics and strategy but also, and perhaps even more so, on operational and
organizational areas of need. The report of this Panel is complementary to
the work of the Ottawa Forum, and reinforces its conclusions. It is therefore
reprinted here in full.

Report of the Secretary-General pursuant to General Assernbly Resolution 53155 (1998), Srebrenici
£&eQ11 para.48S.
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SUMMARY

This chapter is concemned with the collective victiniization of ethnic, religlous, national and poitical
groups by the state or its agents. Since World War Il we estimate that at least 50 genocides and
political mass murders have occurred. We contend, as scholars and observers ofinternational policy,
that these crimes against humanity are preventable. It is flot only the lack of political, will that puts
people at risk, but also the lack of timely information about the threat, magnitude, and nature of
impending humanitarian crises. This chapter aims to contribute to a better understanding of what
causes contemporary genocides and political mass murder. In addition the chapter summarizes some
resuits of a recent empirical study-one designed and directed by thus - whose purpose is to help
policy planners i the United States and elsewhere identify countries and groups at high risk of
genocide and politicide i the early years of the new century.



PART ONE: THE HISTORICAL RECORD

DEFINMTONS

The working definition used by the first author to identity episodes of genocides parallels the
Genocide Convention adopted in December 1948. Genocides and politicides are the promotion,
execution and/or implied consent ofsustainedpolicies by governing elites and their agents-or in the
case of civil war, either of the contending authorities-that resuit in the death ofa substa ntial portion
of a communal, political orpoliticized et/mjc group. In genocides the victimized groups are defined
primarily in ternis of their communal characteristics. In politicides, by contrast, groups are defined
primarily in terins of their political opposition to the regime and dominant groups.

The Genocide Convention prohibits "killing members ofthe group" and "deliberately inficting
on the group conditions oflfife calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or
part." The definition used in this study excludes that part of the Convention which prohibits
actions "eausing serious. ..mnental harm to members of the group" because this encompasses a
great niany groups that have lost their cohesion and identity, but not their lives, as a resuit of
processes ofsocio-economic change.

e The Genocide Convention does not include groups ofvictims defined bytbec-irpohtkal positions
and actions. Raphaci Leiki-a tireless advocate, for passage ofthe Convention and responsible
for coining the termi-did advocate the inclusion of political groups. For political. reasons,
however, the final draft of the Convention omitted any reference to political mass murder, flot
least to get the USSR and its alles to, support the document. We coined the concept of
politicide, now widely used b>' other researchers, to identilf' cases with politically-deflned
victnns. Seholars who have done case studies ofrecent genocides argue that the Convention's
definition does not fit well any major genocide since WW 11. This is not surprising because the
original definition is, closely tied to the Holocaust. The point can be illustrated by applying the
Convention's definition to the Cambodian genocide (1975-78). Most victinis of the Khmer
Rouge were other Khmers-real or imagined class enemiles, hence politically deflned groups.
The genoc ide victims were the small Cham niinority (M4uslim), Vietnamnese and ethnie Chinese.
The episode was a politicide flot a genocide, and if we were to, exclude Khmers from
consideration we could not account for the vast majority'ofthe estimated 2 to 3 millionvictinis.

JW&G, CUi, Ottawa, Dc.2OOO



GENOCIDES AND POLITCIDES SINCE WORLD WAR ilf

We have identifled somne 50 episodes of genocides and politicides since WWII that fît the lirst author's
working delinition. Table 1 identifies 46 unambiguous cases, many of which had multiple victim
groups, and flve possible cases. The listing identifies the country in which each episode occurred, its
beghinng and ending dates, the identity ofvictims, their estimated numbers, and the circumstances in
which they were victimized. For example, Bosnian Muslims were targeted in 1992-96 primarily
because they were Muslis and the episode is classified as a genocide. In contrast the Kurdish victims
of the AI Anfal campaign in Iraq ini the late 1980s were targeted flot because the Iraqi govemment
sought to eliminate aHl Kurds-many of whom serve i the Iraqi govemmuent and army-but rather
because they supported a nationalist rebellion. In other words the Kurdish victims were targeted
because of their politkcal activities rather than their communal identity per se and the episode is
classified as a politicide with communal victims. Other episodes in table 1 had both communal and
political victims.



The episodes in Table 1 occurred in every world region, but were more numerous and claimed
more lives in Asia and Africa than elsewhere. These are the regional breakdowns:

The Americas: 5 episodes wvith 130,000 to 300,000 victims

Middle East and North Africa: 5 episodes with 150,000 to 240,000 victims

Europe: 6 episodes with 1 to 1.7 million victims, most of them in the USSR

Africa south. of the Sahara: 19 episodes with 4 to 5 million victims

Asia: 16 episodes with 7 to 14 million victims

Estimates of victiins are notoriously unreliable and even where a seemingly exact figure is given in the
table it ahnost always reflects a midpoint between high and low estimates. Using the most
conservative estimates, more than 12 million noncombatants died in these episodes.

JW&G, Cli2, Ottawa, Dec.20005
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CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING CASES

These are the five criteria used to identify the cases in table 1 and to distinguish themn from similar
events such as ethnic massacres, pogroms, state terror, and criminal warfiire. The key is that
genocides and politicides are carried out at the explicit or tacit direction ofstate authorities, or those
who clam state authority.

State Compity: First, the complicity of authorities in mass murder must be established. Any persistent coherentpattern
of action by state authorities and their agents, or by a dominant social group, that brings about the destruction of a group, iwhole or in part, is prima fadie evidence of state responsibility. Some episodes of mass murder are perpetrated by rebelgroups during civil wars, for example by Serbs in Bosnia ia the early 1990s. If the contenders have a territorial base froomwhich to challenge state authority-the Bosnian Serb Republic ini this instance-then their actions also are instances of
geno/politicide.

The Question of bitent: The second guideline concerns the intent of authorities to destroy a group. Article Il of the
Genocide Convention defines genocide as "acts committed with latent to destroy, in whole or part a ..group." This is theelement in the Convention that distinguishes these episodes from other criminal offenses identified in international humanrights law such as discrimination, detention without trial, and torture. Some human rights scholars argue thatthere is noaeed
to include intent among the preconditions of genocide. For purposes of early warning, this may be accurate. However wehave written extensively on why genocide is a crime under international law,' arguing stroagly that it is essential thatgenocide scholars look for evidence that would allow us to infer intent, so that genocide can be distinguished from relatedphenomena. Havmng said this, a word of caution is in order. In many cases latent ca only be inferred from the type of
actions taken and by whom. How to detect intent?

" Typically potential perpetrators are agents of the state, for example part of the military or police. The>' ca bc
members of a militia either authorized by or connected to agents of the state.

" Their leaders have political or organizational connections to the state or its agents.

" Potential perpetrators routinely endorse rulig elites, even if they deny close tics to the government.

* Goveruments and local security forces ignore isolated killings and maltreatment of individuals (malign negleot).

There are additional ways to infer latent. Physicians for Human Rights reportedly infer the means and patterns of attack bysystemnatically assessing evidence of bodily injuries among victiras. Others include testimonies from refugees or analyze
geographic patterns of attacks.

It is by far more difficult to assess latent prior to victimization than duriag or afier an episode is underway. Here areaexperts are of great help. Expertise helps to identify conditions or past patteras which distinguish "normal" state behaviorfrora abnormal behavior. Thus, past patterns of oppression, discrimination, ideologies professed by leaders, and lack ofdemocratic experience are indicators pointing to genocides la the making. Seldoni, however, do we have situation like NaiGermnany in which Hitler's Memn Kampf clearly advocated that a people should be eliminated. Pol Pot cornes close, in the
sense that Khmer Rouge ideology clearly identified its future victiras.

Identity of Victlis: This guideline concerns the. identity of the targeted group. We count ail victims who the perpetrators
ideutify and target as members. Thus la some cases victiras may not identify with a group but are ascribed characteristicsthat lead to their victimization. In Nazi Germany, people who changed their religion frora Judaism to Christianity were stil]identified as Jews by their perpetrators. New revolutioay elites may define their enemies in class termns, for exampletuerchants and landiords (China 1950-5S1) or ai educated city people (Cambodia 1975-79). kn situations of ehnic warfàrethe target group is often defined to include ail those who live in proximity to the rebels, irrespective ofwhether they sharethe
rebels' ethmicity or support thefr cause.

JW&G, CU., Ottawa, DeclOOO0



Duration: A fourth guideline concerns the duration of agroup's victimization. The physicaldestructîonofa people requires
time to accomplish: it implies a persistent, coherent pattern of action. Thus table 1 includes only episodes that lasted a
number of months. Brief episodes ofkillings such as the massacres of Palestinians at the Chatilla and Sabra camips lu Beirut
i 1982 are net listed, though some observers have called them a genocide. Like many other massacres, theydonotmeetthe

criteria used here for geno/politicide. They were spontaneous eruptions of mob anger or one-time acts by armed bands or
out-of-control soldiers, not part of a sustained campaign carried out by or with the acquiescence of authorities. At the other
end of the time spectrum are attacks on a group that recur episodically and reflect the objectives of différent regimes within a
single state. We treat events such as a series of Iraqi campaigns against Kurds from 1961 to 1975 as a single episode of
victimization. The Iraqi Kurds were targeted again in 198 8-199 1, long enough afler the previous killings ended to be treated
as a new episode.

Threat to Group Survival: It is wrong to assume that most or ail members of a group have to be killed before we conclude
that a genocide or politicide has occurred. It is enough to '"take the life of out of a group"ý-in other words to eliminate or
disperse so many people that the group ceases to function as a social or political entity. Therefore "body counts" do flot enter
into the definition of what constitutes an episode of victimization. A few hundred killed constitutes as much a genocide or
politicide as the death of tens of thousands if the targeted group is small i numbers or if the victims are chosen to maximize
the destructive effect for the group. This is especially important in cases where the destruction of small groups goes without
note, for example when it occurs in the context cf larger episodes of massive state repression. Table I's list of victimized
groups probably omits some such small groups.

The list of episodes in Table 1 excludes some cases that might meet the guidelines if we had sufficient information about
theus. One example is a campaign of reprisai killings of southerners in Chad 1985-86 by a newly empowered regime
dominated by northerners: we probably neyer will know enough te add it to the case list. An example that is icluded as a
possible case occurred durig the rebellion which began i eastem Zaire i October 1996. Rebel forces wider the nominal
leadership of Laurent Kabila massacred Rwandan Hutu refligees because they sheltered militants responsible for the
Rwandan genocide of 1994. It is plausible te regard Kabila's mevement as a "contending autherity' because it seized power
i May 1997. But the killings were reportedly perpetrated by Rwandan Tutsis acting under cover of the rebellion, and UN

of civilians during the



TYPES 0F EPISODES AND VICTIMS

It is useflul for scholarly and policy purpo ses to distinguish among different kinds of episodes, taking
into account the circurnstances in which they occur and the kinds of groups targeted for destruction. 2

0f the 51 episodes i Table 1 eight are classiffed as pure genocides, iLe. the victinis are detined solely
ini terins of their communal characteristics. In eight other episodes, characterized as genocides and
politicides i Table 1, there were multiple victims, some of themn detined communally and others
politically. In Kampuchea, for example, the Khmer Rouge sought to eliminate flot only the urban and
educated people but also the rural Muslim Chanm minority. Two types of genocide can be
distinguished, hegemonic genocide and xenophobic genocide. In the former the priniary motive of
the ruling group is to subordinate a communal group by killing enough of its members that the
survivors have no will or capacity to resist, whereas i the latter, elite ideology cails for the
ellination of the 'offendig" communal group.

Three xenophobic episodes occurred in the less-developed world, their victims numnbering idigenous
tribes such as the Ache Indians ini Paraguay, a prosperous immigrant minority (the Ibos i Northern
Nigeria), and members of a religious miority (the Arakanese Muslims of Burina). In these
xenophobic cases there was no0 deliberate and sustaied policy of extermination dictated and
organized by ruling groups. Rather, rulers tacitly encouraged or acquiesced in genocidal actions
initiated out of private animosities. This was quite different for the hegemonic genocides. Stali's
policies against Meshketians, Crimean Tatars, Chechens, Ingushi, Karachai and Baikars were part ofa
sustaied policy to ellmiate any threat from these suspect groups-suspected of disloyalty to the
USSR - by killig or dispersig virtually ail of their members.

Two-thirds of the episodes i Table 1-34 of 51-are politicides i which the victims were
disthiguished primarily by their political orientation and actions. In haif of these the targeted groups
bad a communal identity, like the people of East Timor, but were targeted because they posed a
political threat to the regie-usually because of protracted rebellions. There are several variants of
this type of mass murder. A cornmon variant is repressive politicide, i which rullng groups retaliate.
against adherents of political parties, fàctions or movemnents because they openly oppose the regime.
Common tactics are operations by death squads or vigilantes i which Communist symnpathizers were
exeeuted or murdered, for example in Argentina, El Salvador, and Indonesia. Other cases have taken
place in African states in which newly-empowered leaders used extreme and1 deadly repression against
any and al groups suspected of opposition, tactics followed by Macias i Equatorial Guiea and, on
occasion,'by Mobutu i Zaire (now the Democratic Republic of Congo).

Represslvefhegemonic politicides differ from purely repressive politicides i that the political
opposition coicides with, or is based upon, the victimized group's communal identity. Ifthe regime's
itent is to suppress a security threat, regime repression wiil end when acts ofresistance end, implying

that the poitical rather than communal characteristies of the group determines their victimization. In
1947 the mainland Chinese nationalists who had taken over control of Taiwan froin the Japanese
killed at least 10,000 Taiwanese political activists, not because they were Taiwanese but because they
had supported nationalist resistance to mainland control. The Serbian government's abortive attempt
to cleanse Kosovo of rebellious Albanians i 1999 is a veiy recent istance, though the ultimate

IWE&G, Ch.2, Ottawa, De-W 8



intentions ofthe Serbs cannot be ascertained because of international intervention. There are sixteen
such episodes in Table 1, characterized as politicides with communal victims.

Revolutionary mass murder, another type of politicide, was relatively common during the Cold War.
In these instances new regimes comniitted to bringing about fundamenital social, economic and
political change sought to eliminate those seen as blocking the path of revolutionary progress. The
victims sometimes included cadres who Iacked revolutionary zeal (i Cambodia), ricli peasants and
landowners (in China and North Vietnam), and supporters and former officiais of old regimes.
Marxist-Leninist regfrnes which came to power through protracted armed struggles provide most of
the post-1 945 exaniples. The Nazis' treatment of political opponents afier 1932 and the Iranian
revolutionaries' persecution of Baha'is and Mujahidin in the 1 980s suggest that politicide is a common
consequence of revolutions irrespective of their ideological foundations.

The least common type of politicides is retributive mass murder. In these cases subordinate or
opposition groups seize power and kil their former masters/oppressors i an act of vengeance.
Exainples are the Hutu rulers kiling their former Tutsi masters i Rwandta (1963-64) and thePiochet
regime's retaliation against leftist supporters of sociallst President Allende in the 1 970s. The latter is
an example of counter-revolutionary politicide, carried out by conservative forces i retaliation
against the quasi-revolutionary policies of their predecessors. Kosovo i 1999 provides a recent
example i which the former victims of ethnic cleansing have murdered and terrorized Serbs who
remained i Kosovo. The presence of NATO forces and UN police lias kept the attacks from,
escalating ito a retributive genocide.

Somne general observations cmi be offered about the victims of these episodes. Genocidal victinis are
most oiften minorities whose cultures are sharply distinct from the dominant group. The victims of
politicide, by contrast, typically have either long-standing aspirations of independent nationhood or
are members of groups actively opposig existing regimes. It is sometimes argued that communal
membership is the underlying reason for oppositional activity. Certainly this was not the case of the
Jews and Roma prior to the Holocaust. Jewish national consciousnvss prior to the Holocaust was
barely an issue i Western Europe; Zionism had gained littie support among Western European Jews.
The Nazis did not persecute Jews because of their political activities, but because Nazi ideology



This categorization of episodes poses a question which lies at the center of'this chapter: Which
groups are the likely targets of repression and under which circunistances do states engage ini the
deadly destruction of a people? The next section discusses some resuits of a systematic effort to
answer those questions, based on analysis of information on the historical cases discussed above.

JW&G, Rk2, Ottfý De.2 10



PART TWO

FUTURE RISKS

W-HY STATES VICTIMIZE GROUFS: ASSESSING THE RISKS 0F FUTURE
GENOCIDES AND POLITICIDES

Qverview

What is it about the state, and the victins, that makes some kinds of groups targets for elimination?
As mentioned above, i some instances a politically passive communal group is singled out for attack
and dispersal because it stands i the way of national expansion. I other instances governiments use
tit-for-tat repression in an attempt to queil politically organized groups fighting to alter power
relations within a state, as bas happened i Turkisb, Iraqi, and Iranian Kurdistan. When state
repression is met with fiirther resistance, leaders may be provoked to return violence
disproportionately. This is the strategy ofpollticide, ini which govemning authorities choose to respond
to challenges by killing as many members of the group as is necessary to shatter their capacity to
persist and act as a collectivity. Many individual members of the group may survive such attacks,
oflen as international or iterrially displaced refugees.

The worst of ail possibilities is that i which a state systemnatically seeks to destroy, as a matter of
policy, ai members of a group irrespective of their actions. "Guilt" is established not by action or
association, but is assigned to ail those who share the defining ascriptive characteristics. This was the
Nazis' itent with respect to Jews and Roma. It also was the intent of the Hutu niitamen of the
Interahamwe and Impuzamugambi who targeted ail Rwandan Tutsis for extermination in April-May
1994. The same phenomena is sometimes seen i politicides, for example when death squads i

code.



A STRUCTURAL M0DEL 0F THE PRECONDM0NS 0F GENOCIDE AND) POITICIDE

The first author has proposed and tested a theoretical model that identifies states at high risk of
genocide and politicide. The model, which was flrst developed and tested in a series of comparative
case studies,3 specifles international and domestic background conditions for geno/politicide, which
are described below.

The International Status and Connectedness of a Regime are a function of its economic and
political lies 10, other countries. Both resource-ri ch, high-status regimes and low-status regimes are
likely to, escape international scrutiny and sanctions for serious human rights violations. Low-status
regimes are especially likely t0 be able 10, deal wi4th minorities and other challengers wathout serious
international repercussions. States with intermediate levels of economic and political
interdependence face closest scrutiny of their actions and considérable risk of sanctions for gross
violations of human rights.

Political Upheavais are abrupt changes in the political community caused for example by the

formation of a state through violent conflict, the reformation of national boundaries, or the
restructuring of a regime in the aftermath of a civil war or revolutionary takeover. Upheavals
threaten the security of most or ail groups in society andprovide opportun ities for challengers and
regimes to, reshape the political order. Geno/politicides often occur in the aftermath ofpolitical
upheavals.

Discrimination and Repressive Treatment of minorities and challenging communal groups are
major factors in the genesis of geno/politicide. Discrimination and repression create and reinforce
polarization among groups and motivate disadvantaged groups 10 resist. Elites that represent and
advance the interests of one communal group in a heterogenous society at the expense of others are
likely ta be challenged by disadvantaged groups. The greater their advantages and the narrower
their support base, the greater their incentives for repressing challenging groups.

Weak States are more likely to engage in geno/politicide for several reasons. They have limited
reso urces for ,nanaging conflicts by reform or accommodation and their elites are likely 10 be more
insecure when challenged by communal orpolitical opponents. Bothfactors make elites more liloely
10 respond with extreme repression.

Democracy and Autocracy: Established democracies typically tolerate a nide range ofpolitical
participation, including violent protests, and rarely use extreme repression. A utocracies are more
likely t0 use violence and coercion to queli internal opposition. Autocratic elites who have gained
and held power by violent means are especially likely 10, use extreme means 10 contain real or
perceived challengers.



Exclusionary Ideologies: (Jeno/politicides are especially li/oelytso be initiated bygoverning elites-
including the leaders of contending authorities-who are committed to an ideology that excludes
categories ofpeoplefrom what Helen Fein cails the universe of obligation.4 Exclusionary ideologies
are beliefsystems that identify an overridingpurpose (suc/i as building a national state) orpincîple
(suc/i as defending the truefait/i) that is used to restrict, persecute, or eliminate categories ofpeople
w/io are defined as antithetical to t/iatpurpose orprinciple. Examples are strict variants ofMarxist-
Leninism, doctrinaire anti-communism, andlslamic law (s/iaa) -w/ien used as theprinciple basis
for governance, as in Iran and Saudi Arabia. Minorities are especially likely to be targeted by
regimes that advocate doctrines which assert the superiority ofthe dominant communal or national
group over others.

FragmentatkrnlCompetition within the Governing Elite provides opportunities for c/iallenging
groups to intenslfy their efforts to improve their status. Elites weakenedby défections and challenges
are more likely to rely on repression t/ian accommodation to maintain control. Note that elite
fragmentation is a likely consequence ofpolitical upheavals.

State Security Agencies that Operate wklh Few Legal or Instîtutional Restraints give challenged
elites the means to ratchet up repression. Suc/i entities are specially common inpost-revolutionary
states and in autocracies generally, and usually are the principal agents offlagrant rig/its violations
and ofgeno/politicide

Charismafic Leadership that Generates Mass Followership, especially by appeals to intangibles
suc/i as national pride, prestige, or racial or et/inic consciousness. T/us style of leaders/ip. coupled
w/t/i exclusionary ideologies, is especially likely to lead to attacks on communal and political
enemies in periods ofgeneral insecur/ty, for example during and after international and civil wars.



ACCELERIATORS AND DECELERATORS 0F GENOCIDE AND POLITICIDE

The background and intervening conditions i the structural model establish the potential for
geno/politicide. A related model, also developed by us, identifies accelerators that are the immediate
antecedents of systemnatic killings. Accelerators were specified, measured, and analyzed i a more
recent comparative study of the antecedents of genocide in four episodes of the early 1990s: Rwanda
and Bosnia, both of which had genocides, and Burundi and Abkhazia, where ethnic warfare did not
lead, i the time-periods studied, to genolpoliticide.5 Accelerators and decelerators are variables that
are subject to short-term change. Most are loosely linked to the general conditions but are treated as
independent factors. They can be self-stimulatig, that is they affect ecd other but also bave feedback
functions. They act together to rapidly icrease the level or significance of the most volatile of the
general conditions of geno/politicide, and thus exponentially increase the llkellhood that an episode
xviii occur. These are the eight categories of accelerators used i the most recent analyses and the
reasons for their inclusion. Several examples are given of speciflc kinds of events coded for each
accelerator.

Accelerator 1: Occurrence ofpolitical opposition by kindr-ed groups ini neighboring countries and
increases in refugeeflows (including internally displaced people).
Rationale: There is a spillover effect when kindred groups become active. Lither the regime
perceives opposition as a greater threat, or conversely opposition leaders become emboldened
Refugee flows may enhance the fighting capabilities of opposition groups. I7iey also stifle state
capacity to deal with emergency situations.
Exaniples: Declarations against the government, verbal or -witten; riots; armed attacks.

Accelerator 2: Increase in external support for politically active groups, rangingfrom symbolic
support by sympathetic groups to transfer of arns.
Rationale: A distinction must be made between existing support and instances of new support. The
increase in support for a targetedgroup is key.
Examnples: Statements, speeches, reports îssued in support of targeted group; transfer of arms or
other military aid to the targeted group.

Accelerator 3: Threats of externat. involvement against governing elites, rangig froni warnings of
sanctions to the threat to intervene militarily, that are not backed by action.
Rationale: Since there is a tire Iag between threats and action (or decisions not to act), we identify ail
critical responses by international actors. Tie theoreticat assumption is that the greater the externat
threat to a regime (short of a specifle plan and tinetable for action), the quicker it 15 act against
targeted groups.
Examples: UN or regional international organization put a crisis situation on the agenda but no action
is envisioned; IO's or individual states threaten collective or unilateral înilitary intervention with no
time-table or specific plans.
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Accelerator 4:' Increase in size of, or degree of cohesion i, opposition group.
Examples: S ignificant numbers ofnew members join opposition movement, emergence ofcharismatic
leader i opposition movement.

Accelerator 5: Aggressive posturing or actions by opposition group.
Examples: Declarations against the governent, verbal or written; riots; arrned attacks.

Accelerator 6: Negative governent responses to actions by opposition group.
Rationale: Accelerators (5) and (6) should reflect the tit-for-tat interactions between perpetators and
targeted groups. Accelerator 6 is coded only for events that occur i response to actions coded ini 5.
Examnples: Verbal attacks by représentatives of the regime against the targeted group; government
mobilization of armned units, mulitias, or gangs.

Accelerator 7: New discrimninatory or restrictive actions by the government against targeted groups.
Exaniles: Vitriolic rhetoric that usig derogatory ternis to describe groups; increased restrictions on
political participation (for example restrictions on free speech, assembly, political organizations,
votig, etc.)

Accelerator 8: Life integrity violations by governent or governent-supported groups against
targeted groups.
Rationale: Analysis of these events should identily any rapid increase i frequency and severity of
violations against targeted groups.
Examples: Destruction of houses or property; forcible resettlement or expulsion; killings ofopposition
leaders.

Decelerators: Some decelerators are government initiatives, others require cooperation by

rai eîe release of,rai eie



FINDINGS: A STRUCTURAL MODEL GENO/POLITICIDE

At the request of the State Failure task force (see note 7), the first author designed a statistical study
that tests the structural model, above, using data on past cases of genocide and politicide. More
precisely, the study focuses on 134 instances of statefailure between 1955 and 1998. State failures
include ethnie and revolutionary wars and adverse regimne transitions. Thirty-five geno/politicides-ail
of them included in table l-occurred during these "state failures.",7 We found that ail but two began
within several years of the occurrence of political upheavals generally or ethnic warfàre speciiicaily:

0 5 foilowed thic onset of international war

0 6 followed independence

0 1 1 followed the occurrence of abrupt and disruptive regime transitions

0 13 followed the onset of revolutionary war.

* Most (23) also followed or coincided with ethnic wars.

We also examined the ethnie bases and ideological character of ruling elites in 32 cases of
geno/politicide during the saine time-span:

*23 episodes occurred i countries where the ethnie character of the elite had
previously been the subject of contention because it was not fixily representative ofthe
population

*18 episodes occurred ini countries i which the elite held an exclusionary ideology

*8 episodes occurred i countries where elites were non-representative and held
exclusionary ideologies

*4 episodes occurred i countries with neither of these elite traits.

The challenge for risk assessnient is to identify' the combination of factors which distinguishes
between state failures that lead to geno/politicide and those which do flot. Logistic regression analysis
is the statistical procedure employed in the study. The universe of analysis included ail instances of
state failure between 1955 and 1998. The cases to be explained are those state thilures tbat include
one or more geno/politicides, the controls are those 'without such episodes. These are the fàetors that
provedto be most closely related to the occurrence of geno/politicides during these 44 years:8



Trade Openness: Counties w/t/i low trade openness-a country 's total value of trade (imports +
exports) as apercentage of Gross Domestic Product-are six t/mes more likely to have statefailures
that include geno/polit/cide t/ian counitries wit/i h/gh trade openness. T/is is one of several
indicators developed to test thie theoretical argument that countries wt/i low economic status and
lack of international connections are able to carry out genocidalpolicies wt/i impunity. We also
measured a country s international status by its number of members/iips in international
organ/zations. T/is too was siga'4ficant, but flot as strong a predictor as was trade openness.

Politicul Upheavai: Countries -w/th h/g/i magnitudes of statefa/lure statefailure dur/ng theprev/ous
15fyears were 3.6 t/mes more likely to have a geno/politicide during a subsequent statefailure. Also,
the /iîgher the mean leveZ of civil conict in a country dur/ng t/ie 15 years before statefalure, t/ie
greater the likelihood of geno/pol/tic/de.

Elite and Regime Ch aracteristics:
Countries in w/i/ch the ruling el/te's ethnicity ispolitically salient and the el/te is flot representative
ofthe entire population were 4.8 t/mes more likely to have statefailures that include geno/polticide.
Counti/es in w/ich the rul/ng el/te ad/ieres to an exclusionary /deology also were three t/mes more
likely to have state failures that included geno/polit/cide.
Countries w/t/i autocrat/c regimes were 2.5 t/mes more l/ioely (han countries w/t/i partial or full
democracies to have statefa/lures that include geno/politicide.

Societal Characterlstiés: Countr/es w/t/ifew andproportionally small religious minoritieswre 3.5
t/mes more likely to have to have statefailures that include geno/polit/cide. Atftrst theoret/cally
counterintuitive, t/is resuit nevertheless is plausible. Small religious m/for/t/es in relatively
homoge nous soc/et/es have been t/ie target of discrimination, persecut/on, and pogroms throughout
/iistory. Fie also, found that geno/politicides were more likely in countries whose public pol/cies
d/scr/minated against one or more et/n/c minorit/es, but t/is factor was not as important as t/ie
religion factor.

The six factors included in statistical. analysis lead to correct classification of eight out of ten of the
1956-98 cases. That is, the indicators used make it possible to identify w,,ith 80 percent accuracy
which past state faflures led to geno/politicides and which did not. Twenty-six of the 33



FROM RISK ASSESSMENT TO EARLY WARNING: IDENTIFYING CURRENT HI1GH
RISK CASES

This chapter is concemned with risk assessment, flot with early warnings as such. Risk assessments
identify situations i wbich the conditions are present for a particular kind of conflict or huinanitarian
disaster - i this study, geno/politicide. They are flot precise predictions i the sense that is usually
meant by the terms "forecast" or "early warnmng" because risks are assessed on the basis of
background and itervening conditions - the conditions that establish the potential for humanitarian
disaster. Whether or not risks are realized depends on whether the preconditions remain unchanged
and on the occurrence of accelerating or triggering events. Early warnings, by contrast, are derived
from monitoring the flow of political events i high-risk situations, with special attention to actions
that are likely to push a conflict over the threshold ito mass murder. Risk assessments provide the
context. Early warnigs are interpretations that the outbreak of systeniatic killings i a high.-risk
situation is likely and imminent.

Seven countries that currently are high on most or ail the risk tàctors for genocide and politicide are
Iisted i Table 2. Afghanistan and Burma are the only ones i which ai six risk flictors are present. In
Pakistan five of the six factors are present; i Indonesia, Algeria, and China four of the six; and i
Burundi three of the six. These are more specific observations on the risks and the circumstances in
which they might be activated.
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Afghanistan: Most of the country is controlled by the Taliban, a militant Sunni sect based exclusively on the Pushtun
majority who historically rulcd the country. Afghanistan lias been at war since the late 1970s and the Taliban continue to
fight rcgionally-based Tajik and Uzbek opponents who carlier held or shared power i Kabul. In 1998 [ck. year] Taliban
forces capturcd arcas held by the Hazari, a Shi'a minority, and massacred many but stopped short of politicidc i the âce of
threatencd Iranian intervention. The risks are high of politicidc against Taj iks and Uzbeks whcn Taliban seizes control of
their areas.

Burins: The SLORC, the military council that controls Burina, has relied mainly on repression to control its domestic
opponents, including communal scparatists such as the Karen and Shan and the urban-bascd dcmocratic opposition. They
also targetcd the Muslims of the northwest Arakan region for destruction or expulsion in 1978 and again in the early 1990s.
The potential that any of these conflicts might escalate into geno/politicide is modcrated by several fctors. Frst, thc SLORC
lias souglit negotiatcd settlements with most regional scparatists, which suggests that it is shifting away froin exclusive
reliance on repression. Second, the country is bcing opened up to foreigu investinent and international influence in way3ihaw
reduce its ruiers' future options about how it deais with opponents.

Pakistan: Pakistan's past military-dominated regimes carried out politicides against separatist Bengalis andBaluchi inthe
1970s though they fàiled te prevent the secession of Bangladesh. Iu the 1990s Pakistan lias experienced serion
intercommunal violence, for example bctween Sindhis and Mohajfirs (descendants of Muslims who led to Pakistan from
India aller independence) and between Shi'a and other Muslims. In the 1980s and 1990s both democratic aud mifitary
governinents have becu cautions in their response te these and other challenges, none of which poses a direct threat te the
govcrnment's stability. Moreover Pakistan's econonuc and military tics with a number of Western couniriescanb. counted
on to encourage moderalion by Pakistan's leaders. Probably the main factor inhibiting gross human riglits violations in
Pakistan is not included among the general risk factors: it is thc country's ongoing rivahry with India over Kashrnir.
international conflict helps build internai cohesion and displaces anger over internai divisions onto the externatenemy. Ifthc
Kahiir conflict were settled on termns unflivorable to Paistan, however, we would anticipate reprisais against scapegoats
sucli as non-Islamic minorities.

Indonesia: Indonesians were responsible for two episodes of geno/politicides i the last 40Oyears, against suspectcd
Communists and Chines. in 1965-66 and against Tiniorese rebels frora 1975 te thc early 1990s. Massacres against thc
rebellions Aceli of northeru Sumatra have been widely reportcd. A potentially genocidal campaign by Indoncsia-supported
militias aller East Tinior's independence referendum in 1999 was checked by an Australian-led intervention force. Two
factors may offset Uic rislcs of similar violence against other regional peoples w~ho may resist Jakarta's control. Externally,
Indonesia has substantial and expanding economic and political tics with other Asian countries mnd with the United States,
which may excrt more restraint than in Uic past on Iudoncsia's domestic policies. Internally, Indonesia bas begun a transition
to dcmocracy wider its newly elected president, Abdurrahmau Wahid, who prefers accommodation with Uic reaime's



Burundi: Burundi has been wracked by recurring genocidal violence and Tutsi massacres of Hutus, and observers have
repeatedly warned of risks of furture genocide. Those risks may be overstated. The crucial change i Burundi i the last
decade has been the emergence of moderate leaders, both Tutsi and HutU, who want to contai communal violence. So long
as they control the regime, genocide initiated or condoned by the govemrment is highly unlikely. The rislcs are of a different
sort militant Hutus in eastern Congo repeatedly attack Tutsi villagers and officiaIs i Burundi, sometimes in collusion with
Hutus living in Burundi. These incursions sustain the cycle of Hutu-Tutsi communal violence. If militants of either group
camne to power, genocidal violence almost certainly would follow. International attention and support bas reinforced the
government's commitment to moderate policies. Long-terni reduction of the risks of geno/politicide is possible only if
international engagement brings an end to anarchy i eastern Congo.



FROM EARLY WARNING TO EARLY RESPONSES

A common critkcism of early warning efforts is that, even if an ealy warning systemn were ini place, it
would do littie to generate political will to prevent genocides or to hait their escalation. The answer is
simple: in the absence of a working early wamning systeni, we simnply do not know if officiai responses
would be more forthcoming. The ahm of our early warning approach is to narrow the time frame by
using the accelerator model to identify the wamning tlags that a geno/politicide is in the making six
months before its onset. This work has just begun, but with some promising resuits (see note 6). At
this stage, the risk assessment model provides the capacity to identify most hot spots ini the world,
meaning those areas ini which the risks of genocide and politicide are high. More timely and reliable
early-warning estimates based on the analysis of accelerators are flot yet available. The ultimate
objective is to help persuade policy-makers to engage actively in high-risk situations such as Rwanda.
With more time to prepare and foreknowledge of what to expect, responses could be tailored to the
situation, efl-ectively saving lives and resources. Early wamning capacities may be just one more
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PAPER 3

THE MILITARY DILEMMA: LESSONS FROM EXPERIENCE

Author: Lt Gen Satish Nambiar

1 THE CONTEXT

(i) The current levels of ethnie, religious, theological, and other such formi of
confiet, are flot likely to reduce in scope or exteut in the foreseeable future.
As we approach the problem of peacekeeping in the 21'~ century, there is a
growing view that military conflicts between flhe most advanced and major
powers are unlikely because available military technology bas made warfare in
the classic sense too costly and unwinnable. Even i thie developing world,
conventional war does flot appear to be the preferred option. On the other hand,
there are some social scientists and futurologists who are of the opinion that in
the 2 1 Century, we are likely to experience war, violence, upheaval and change
on an unprecedented scale.

(àl) Activities, like "genocide" or "ethnic cleansing" cannot be allowed to go
unchalienged or unchecked by the international commuiity. The time has
gone when a State could huniiliate and destroy its own people behind flic rigid
façade of sovereignty, and claim protection under the United Nations Charter that
forbids intervention ini matters essentially under the domestic jurisdiction of the
State. The security of a State and its unity and integrity, devolve on the security
and well-being of those who reside i that State. Lt is no longer possible for a
State to presume that it can have, for all time, totally inviolate borders, and



They have flot always been fought by national armies, but by para-militaries and

irregulars; li which process, civilans are the main victims. Most analyses

indicate that whereas in earlier years, the percentage of militarY to civilian

casualties i inter-state conflicts was 90 to 10, the situation today is the reverse;

90 percent of the casualties are amnong civilians. lI rnany cases, state institutions

bave coliapsed; in a few cases, there are no governmeiits. As a resuit,

humanitariafi emergenCieS force the international community to intervene. This is

why the demands on the military for the maintenance of international peace and

security have gone well beyond traditional peacekeeping. Today they encompass

activities like demobllizatioli of troops and armed para-militaries or irregulars,

promotion of national reconciliatioli, restoration of effective governmnents, the

organization and mionitoring of elections, provision of broader support to

hunianitarian aid missions, including protection of "safé areas" and escort of

relief convoys, and so on. Military operations of this nature have therefore

become more expensive, more complex, and more dangerous.

The application of thic military for such intervention in conflicts raises a number of

issues that need to be recognized, analyzed, and catered for in the conduct of future

operations. Lessons froni recent experience of operations undertakexi by the

international community need to be learned, and appropriate decisions taken by the

international commuflity.



il LESSONS FROM EXPERIENCE

(i) Demobilizing of troops and disarming of combatants
Demobilization of troops and disarming of combatauts is generally
unrealistic given the history of Inost confiet situations and the intense
distrust that prevails between helligerents. Weapons and equipment disappear
mnto 'bides' and 'caches' for use at an appropriate time. Only tirm intent backed
Up by intense searches and punitive measures, produces some meaningful resuits.
This requires large numbers of weIl-armed and well-equipped troops, and more
importantly, unquallfied political resolve at the international level. What does
monitoring of heavy weapons mean? Would it mean deployment of a few
observers to watch them or count them; or does it imply rounding themn up at
selected locations and ensuring they cannot be used. The requirement of troops
and equipment varies considerably depending on what is to be done. Rules of
engagement must be drawn up appropriate to the task.

*The experience of UNFROFOR in the early days in this context is quite
revealing. The Serbs i the United Nations Protected Areas (UNPAs) i
Croatia, so designated b>' a Securit>' Coundil Resolution were, with great
effort, persuaded to place their weapons and equipment, which included
tanks and artillery, in designated areas under wbat was termed in the Securit>'
Council Resolution as " joint control" of the UN and the "local authorities";
a "double lock" arrangement. On the first occasion on which there was
trouble, initiated by a Croatian attack on the UNIPAs i Januar>' 1993, the
Serbs took away the weapons and neyer trusted the UN forces again. Unless
the UN Mission lias the fbrce capabilit>' to prevent attack on areas under its
control, there la no point designating areas as UN Protected Areas.

*Similar>', UNPROFOR was tasked by the Securit>' Coundil to deploy
unarmed millitary observers at sites at which heavy weaDons were to, be



towns. I was asked to indicate how 1 proposed to carry out the task if the Security
Counicil passed a resolution to that effect. My response was that before 1 could
even begin to formnulate any consideration of the requirement, it was essential
that 1 should know what was implied by the terni "safe area". A brief silence
foilowed my query, and 1 was then asked to indicate what my own interpretation
of the tern was. My response i essence was that:

a "safé area"' is a geographically delineated area which will be protected by
the deployment of troops ini tactical positions ai around and within it; no
weaponry would be permnitted inside it except for that held by authorised
military and police personnel froni the international force; no military
actions would be perniitted to be undertaken froni inside towards the
outside; nor would any mnilitary actions be ailowed against such designated
areas froni the outside.

I was then asked to indicate my assessment of troops for undertaking such a task
within the framework of my interpretation of the term. 1 reverted afier some
deliberation, that 1 would require about a division plus for Sarajevo, a division
mninus each for Bihac and Tuzia, a brigade each for Goradze and Foca, and about
a brigade i reserve; that is, about four divisions totaling 50,000 to 60,000
additional troops, to effectively undertake the task'.

In 1994, the Security Council did i fact pass a resolution declaring these areas,
as weil as Srebrenica, as "safé areas", without providing adequate troops and
equipment for the purpose to UNPROFOR, with the disastrous results that
followed at Srebrenica.

(iii) Escoirt of humanitarian convoys
The escort of humanitarian convoys raises particular problems for the
relationship between humantarian and military activities. The foilowing
probleins were faced by troops under my comnmand in Croatia and l3osnia-
Herzegovina:



commander do if the path of the convoy being escorted is blocked by
unarmed women and children?

(iv) Lack of mandate
It is a littie known fact that, at least tili 1 Ieft the mission area ln March 1993,
there was no "peaeekeeping" mandate for Bosnia-Herzegovina. There were
many occasions on which LJNPROFOR was criticized by the media, NGOs
operating ini the field, and by some political leaders, for not using 'military
muscle' to intervene in the fighting between the belligerents or to prevent alleged
attacks on innocent civilians ostensibly taking place i one place or another. The
dilemnia that faced us as senior military comnianders was quite unrelated to
either the capacity for taking hard decisions or that of personal courage.

*Should the decision have been to send a niilitary contingent to deal with a
situation that one's own troops are not witness to, and in the process, the
contingent sufflers personnel casualties, the parent government of the
contingent would be weIl within its right to queiy why the mandate was
exceeded. On the other haixi, should the very same decision have been
questioned by the leader tasked to carry out the intervention, on thec grounds
of it being outside the provisions of the mandate, the commander would need
to now deal with what has become a 'discipline' problem.

No manual provides answers to such situations; nor do the political leaders
or bureaucrats who legislate from positions of authority; nor do the hyper
critical media persons. Such problems can only be resolved on the basis of a



- immigration and customs functions on UNPA boundaries that run along
state borders

-deployment i Bosnia-Herzegovina (BiH) for escort of humanitarian aid
convoys

-monitoring of demilitarizatioii of the Previaka peninsula
-deployment of observers at airfields

-monitoring of the "no fi>' zone" over BIH, control of Peruca Damn,

- preventive deployment i Macedonia.

1 need hardly mention that 1 neyer came close to having the resources for the

execution of ai these tasks even tiil 1 lefi the Mission on 02 March 1993.



111 STRUCTURAL RECOMMENDATIONS

(Î) Deliberation by the Security Council
There is an imperative need for the Security Council to carefuily deliberate
over decisions for the setting up of peace operations. The Yugoslav and
Somialia operations were set up under pressure; in the former case from the
European Community, and i the latter from the electronic media. Because these
were set up without adequate preparations and a framnework of an agreed
settlement, both sufléred from what came to be known as "mission creep".

(ii) Structural reforin of the Security Councl
Structural reform of thec Security Council is essential. Decisions pertaining to,
the setting up of missions, the mandates conferred, the composition of the force,
the rules of engagement, reviews of conduct and performance of such missions
from time to time, and so on, cannot, and must not, be the sole prerogative of
two or three powerful members of the Security Council. The decision making
process must be more broad-based, and the consultative process even more so.
Any reform of the Security Council should seek to achieve four main objectives:
clarification of the role and mandate of the Coundil; reconstitution of its
membership; broadening of the base of participation and transparency li the
work of the Council; and strengthening the effectiveness and credibility of the



and force commanders need to be appointed early, and be associated with the

negotiating process that precedes the setting up of the mission, and with the

framing of the mandate by the Security Council.

(y) Headquarters staff
A competent nucleus staff of inilitary, police and civilian personnel for the

headquarters must be available. They must be drawn from existing

organizations, where personnel would have worked together for some time, and

therefore understand one another, and have a working knowledge of common

procedures. This would be feasible if there are some dedicated organizations

oriented towards peacekeeping activities, such as regional ceils for data

collection and monitoring, or regional United Nations training centres in selected

locations, or a United Nations Staff Coilege, functioning on a regular basis, thus

providing the batik from which to draw on the personnel when required.

(vi) Division of responsibilities
An appropriate division of responsibilities between the United Nations and

other international actors, must be deined.3 Such division of labor should.

obviously, take advantage of the different capabilities and interests of regional

organizations, national governiments, and non-governmental organizations.

Current experiences indicate that the United Nations may be most effective in the

flelds of preventive action, traditional peacekeeping, humanitarian. missions,

mediation, and peace-bullding activities tbrough its various agencies. In time,

regional organizations would need to assume a greater role li assisting the United

Nations in the maintenance of international peace and security; but for the time

being, these organizations could play a role in econornic development,

peacemaking, and confidence building at the regional and sub-regional levels.



behest of the more powerfiul members of the Security Coundcil, are aspects that
need to be resolved i context of the restructuring of the Security Council.
Utilization of such a force is premised on its early replacement by another force
duly constituted by the United Nations, by regional organizations, or by a multi-
national force, as decided by the international community.

(viii) The use of force in seif-defense
It is generaily weli known that traditional peacekeeping operations do Dot
preclude the use of force in seif-defense; but what is not generaily weII
known is that the use of force in self defense can b. extended to sncb use in
execution of the provisions of a mandate. There have been many instances
where troops operating on such missions have resorted to the use of force ranging
from the classie interpretation of protecting one's own person ftom attack, to
using armed force against those who attempt to interfère with the execution of the
mission, whether it be protection of a designated area, or a convoy carrying
humanitarian aid, or dealing with mercenaries acting against the lawful
government, or any other such operation.' The Security Council mandate setting
up such operations must unambiguously state that such use of force is authorized,
and more importantly, ensure that the. contingents are equipped for the purpose.
The rules of engagement for each mission are drawn up by the Force Commander
or Head of Mission, based on the mandate, the resources available to the force,
the ternis of the. agreement arrived at with the parties to the conflict, the
prevailing ground situation, and other relevant considerations.

(àx) Worst case scenarios
It woutd lie prudent to ensure that ail future peace operations contingents lie
equipped for the "worst case" scenario, so that they can respond
appropriately in self defense in case attacked. This would b. prudent in the.
light of recent experiences of dealing with intra-state conflict situations. In ail
operations other than those that fali in the category of Chapter VII operations of



of international conventions Will have to be undertaken by coalitions of "the
willing and the able", but under the umbrella of United Nations Security Council
Resolutions.

(xi) Public relations
An effective public information system is an essential and integral part of
any peace operation. The importance of the media, both electronic and print, in
whatever activity is undertaken, cannot be overstated. There is possibly no other
single factor that bas a greater infuence on the evolution, preparation, and
conduct of a peace operation. Some operations in the recent past were rushed
into, without adequate preparation and thought, purely because of pressures
generated by media reports; i other cases, conduct of operations in mission areas
bas been influenced by media coverage, even to the extent of being against the
better judgement of commanders on the ground. It is impWerative that the
international community recognizes this impact and has the ability to resist its
pressures for deployment of forces without ail imnplications having been taken
into account, and MIl preparations made.

Wherever there bas been an effective information systeni, the mission's success
has been largely assisted: and where it was conspicuous by its non-existence for
many months, as was the case in the former Yugoslavia, the mission was
seriously handicapped. It is essential to have the means of dealing with the
disinibrmation inevitably put out by the parties to the conflict.



POSTSCRIPT

The end of the Cold War and the relative success of Operation Desert Storm, induced a sense
of cuphoria that the international community was geared to deat with dangers to international
peace and security in a more effective mariner than before. However, the experiences of
Somalia, former Yugoslavia, Liberia, Angola, Rwanda, and those i some of the former
republics of the erstwhile Soviet Union, quickly dispelled these expectations, and ini fact,
may weli have induced a sense of retrenchment in regard to peace operations. Even so, there
can be hardly any doubt, that as and when new confllct situations arise, the international
community and the belligerents, will turn to the United Nations for attempts at resolution.
Hence operations for the maintenance of international peace and security will continue to be
required, and must therefore continue to receive the attention they deserve, both in terms of
political support, and military preparation.

international peace operations whetber under the aegis of the United Nations, regional
organizations, or mufti-national groupings, are the only answer to conflict resotution, when
ail else fitils. But it must be emphasized that the root of most conflict lies i deprivation in
society, and to that extent, maybe some early investment i potential conflict areas towards
building society, would be more cost effective. In this context, as stressed earlier, maximum
efforts need to be directed towards preventive action by the international community; i this
effort, whether it should be the United Nations or regional organizations, is a matter of
statesmansbip.

As we look into the 21 st century, it is essential that we do not allow the perceived
inadequacies of some recent operations to cloud our judgement, and swing from one extreme
of attempting to undertake too much, to undertaking too littie. There is so much the
international community cari do to ensure the maintenance of international peace and
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PAPER 4

GENOCLDE, HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION AND INTERNATIONAL LAW

Author. Steven Haines

SIJMMARY

This paper briefly outlines the law relating to military intervention.

" Lt focuses ini particular on military intervention prompted by evidence of gross
violations of human rights, including genocide, or by the fear that such acts are
about to be committed. Lt higblights important shortconiings in the arguments in
flivour of a so-called 'right' of humanitarian intervention.

" It proposes a way of approaching such issues in the future, on the basis of a logical
and coherent approach rooted i ethics and law. In doing this it recognises the
political realities inherent i the international system.

" It is a great niistake for international lawyers to ignore the realities of international
politics when drawing their conclusions, just as it is unforgivable for statesmen and
their officials to ignore legal, moral and ethical dimensions of the strategic
environment when formulating policy. Politics and Iaw are inextricably



THE CONTEMPORARY LAW 0F MILITARY INTERVENTION

1DEFINITONS

(i) Intervention is defined in Oppenheim's International Law as 'the forcible or
dictatorial interference of a state ini the affairs of another state, calculated to
impose certain conduct or consequences on that other state'.

- This definition refers to rnilitary operations that are mounted deliberately to
influence the internai affairs of another state. It is flot, therefore, about
military operations that are to do with the conduct of international disputes.
It exoludes self.defence (e.g. the British military operations in the South
Atlantic in 1982), the provision of traditional peacekeeping forces whose
objective is to help create the right circuinstances for international dispute
resolution (e.g. the UN peacekeeping operation in Suez from 1956), and
enforcement operations mounted under the ternis of a UN Security Coundil
resolution (e.g. the coalition operation to recover Kuwait in 1991). Ail of
these types of military operation are essentiaily to do with disputes between
two or more states rather than with the influencing of situations within
them.

- This definition also excludes military operations mounted with the
agreement of the state i whose territory they are taking place. The
deployment of US military forces into South Vietnam in the early 1960s
would not constitute an example of 'military intervention' with the consent
of the South Vietnamese Governmnent. Notwithstanding dificulties
experienced in establishing the actual degree of consent, if it is clearly
given - and not under duress - any military operations wiil fail outside the
Oppenheim definition.

(il) Intervention as defined is ordinarily illegal because it runs counter to the
general principle of non-intervention that was a feature of customary law
incorporated in Article 2(7) of the UN Charter. International law is the law
existing between states, ail of which have traditionally been regarded as equal
sovereign entities and free to administer their own territory and treat their own
people as they saw fit.

(iii) However there is a legal tradition which asserts that states only have the
absolute right to deal with their own internai affairs as long as their actions do
not cause them to fail to meet their international obligations, in particular those
of a profound nature (lus cogens)2. If a state fails to meet these obligations ergo
omnes, other states may have a legitimate reason for taking a keen interest in its
internai affairs. Sovereignty is not unlirnited.

JW&G,Ch.4,Ottawa,Dec.2000



il SELF DEFENCE AND THE PROTECTION OF NATIONAIS

(i) State A bas the right the right to expect its citizens to be protected within the
territory of State B, which is itself under an obligation to protect foreign
citizens on its soit. If that obligation is flot met, State A may intervenle to
defend its own people. 3

(ii) State A's intervention is only legitimate if it is limited ini its objective to the
evacuation of its citizens and liniited in duration and the degree of force used
to that required to carry out the military operation effectively. This is in
accord with the twin pillars of legitimate seif-defence, namely necessity and
proportionality. Arguably, if these conditions are met, the intervention is flot
fundamentafly a threat to the territorial integrity or political independence of
State B.

(iii) There is increasing state practice and opinion to support the developing
Iegitimacy of such operations. In modernniilitary parlance these are known as
'Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations', or NEOs. Somne of these will be
carried out with the consent of the state concerned, as was the case when
British forces entered Sierra Leone to evacuate UK nationals in 2000. At other
times the military requirement for surprise, coupled with a general
disintegration of effective authority within a state, may make it necessary flot
to consuit with the state authorities (who in circumstances of civil discord



IRI UN AUTHORISED HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION

(1) There are occasions when a state coinmits sucli serious humanitarian abuses
within its territory that it is in contravention of its international human riglits

obligations. While the point at which human rights violations committed
within a state create a legitimate international interest is debatable, the crime
of genocide because of its status as jus cogens is agreed by the majority of

international lawyers to be a suficient cause to justify the international
conimunity taking action. 4

(ii) The balance between the sovereignty of nations and the international
obligation to protect human rights had shifted in the favour of lunnan rights

smnce Article 2(7) was included in the UN Charter in 1945. The Charter was
itself during this period a significant instrument in strengthening huinan rights

law and in initiating the declarations which led to the genocide declarations.

(lii) Formal statements today frequently reflect ambiguity concerning the right of

humanitarian intervention. An example is a statement by the Foreign and

Commonwealth Office in 1986 that 'the best case that can be made in support

of humanitarian intervention is that it cannot be said to be unambiguously
illegal'.

(iv) Two recent situations however have had a major influence on the development

of the doctrine of humanitarian intervention. The flrst was Bosnia and its

increasing impact on opinion throughout the mid-to-late 1990s. The second

was Rwanda which put in stark relief both the ineffectiveness of the Genocide

Convention and the shortcoming of the UN system; it had a strong impact on

international opinion and on the development of international criminal law

through the jurisdiction of the Rwanda Tribunal.

4
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IV NON-UN MANDATED HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION

(i) It can be argued that i extreme exceptional circumstances the consequences
of the UN's fàilure to act would be sufficient to warrant collective action
nevertheless. There is a historical body of state practice that can be used to
support intervention i such circumstances

(fi) The deeply disturbing consequences of international inaction over Rwanda
were an important backdrop to NATO's decision to intervene in Yugoslavia in
1999. When linked to considerations of national interest driven by the close
proximity of Kosovo to the rest of Europe, international opinion, aiready
hardened by the slaughter in Bosnia and Rwanda, was a factor that was borne
in mind in many of the NATO capitals. The prospect of genocide being
committed i Kosovo apparently convinced the nineteen member states of
NATO that they had both a legitiniate reason to act to prevent it and a clear
national interest i so doing.

(iii) National interest is regarded by many as a cynical rationale for state action,
implying an approach to the conduct of international relations Iacking in moral
or ethical purpose.~ This ignores the important relationship between national
interest and state practice. State practice reflects national interests. Since state
practice is a vital component of customary law, the national interest of states
must play an important role i the development of international law. The
importance of state practice is fiilly recognised by the inclusion of customary
law as one of the main sources of international law ensbrined in the Statute Of

with



(vi) At the conclusion of the niiitary operation the UN Security Council
efi'ectively endorsed NATO's action by providing a mandate for it to effect the
restoration of Iaw and order in the province. If the legitimacy of non-UN
Security Council endorsed humanitarian intervention was in doubt prior to
Kosovo, it must be less so today.

(vii) One might argue therefore, that NATO's intervention was strictly contrary to
UN law but legitimate - even lawful - nevertheless. The assumption that UN
law and international law are synonymous in relation to the use of force is a
common one but it does require challenge. The UN Charter is a treaty, aibeit
one of a very special status. It exists because the principal subjects of
international law (sovereign states) brought it into existence. They did so in
order to institutionalise the international conimunity's response to threats to its
own peace and security but, in doing so, they did not abdicate ultimate.
responsibility for their own legal obligations.

(viii) If there is indeed an obligation exceeding that of non-intervention then it is
likely to rest on the international community as a whole, not merely on a
single member state. For this reason it is not unreasonable to expect the UN to
be the principal focus for decision-making and to determine the existence of
an obligation over-riding the principle of non-intervention. It is probably fair
to say that this sort of consideration would have been in the niinds of those
who created the UN over haif a century ago. It seems ver>' likely also that this
was one of the reasons why the UN was given both deterrent and coercive
abilities, with the application of coercive militar>' sanctions being the ultimate
manifestation of the organization's ability to meet its obligations in that
respect.

(ix) However, the UN's failure to act certainly does flot mean that the international
community is necessarily under a legal obligation not to take action. What it
could well mean is that the institution that ought to have acted on their
collective behaif failed when it niattered. Given a breach of the Genocide
Convention, and given an acceptance of the international community's
obligations to prevent and punish that crime, is it the UN or the states party to
the Convention that are under the obligation? Ultinxately, it must be the states
part>'. One way that they may see of exercising that obligation is, of course,
through the mechanisms of the UN Charter. However, as we have argued
above, the states theniselves are, not relieved of their obligations in the event
that the UN's mechanisnis fail to deliver or are thought most unlikely to do so.
They retain an obligation to react, including to consider the possibilit>' of
military intervention.



V RIGHTS OR OBLIGATIONS TO INTERVENE?

(i) Rights and obligations are correlative construets and neither can exist without
the other. One man's right to life is utterly meaningless unless it is matched. by
an obligation borne by ail others flot to kilt hlm. Since the UN came into
existence, the concept of human rights has developed apace because of an
increasing belief i the existence of both hunian rights and the obligations that
give essential meaning to them.

(ài) However, in a responsible society, third parties will also have an obligation to
prevent others violating those rights. Given that 'general principles of law
recognised by civilised nations' are a source of international law, and given
that domestic criminal legal codes invariably generate third party obligations,
it is reasonable to assert that such obligations also exist i iternational law. It
can therefore be argued that rights generate obligations not only to respect the
rights of others but also to protect them from assault by third parties. Article 1
of the Genocide Convention contais such an obligation because it requires
states to take action to prevent thie crime beig committed.

(iii) Since rights and obligations are correlative ternis, logicaily and i strict
jurisprudential ternis, a right by State A to itervene i State B cannot
possibly exist if the basis for it is gross violations of other individual rights i
State B. Those individual rights can only generate correlative obligations. A
state bas an obligation to respect the individual rights of its citizens and i
general ternis, particularly i relation to genocide. Any outside influence
brought to bear must be regarded as a 'third party1 i relation to that iternal
balance of rights and obligations. So the question is: do states generally have
any legitimate reason for intervening to protect the rights of citizens within



(vi) Until now, the acceptance of an obligation rather than a right to intervene bas
been resisted because it would imply that states would have no choice but to
intervene whenever and wherever violations are being, or are about to be,
commnitted. It cmi be safely assumned that there is flot a single governiment hi
the world today that would be prepared to accept such an open ended
conunitnent. At first sight, therefore, there seems no point whatsoever i
imnposing jurisprudential logic on this particular international political and
legal conundrum. To do so would force a wedge between strict legal logic and
political reality. This would bave the undoubted effect of bringing the law into
disrepute, with states failing, in the main to meet their legal obligations. This
would underniine international law in general and provide animunition to
those who are cynical as to its purpose and utility.

(vii) On the other hand, not to apply strict jurisprudential logic to this vitally
important issue would mean that the so-caHled doctrine of hunianitarian
intervention, as it is currently emerging, will necessarily be constructed on
seriously flawed legal, moral and ethical foundations. It is at best a denial of
the need for intellectual rigour and at worst a cynical distortion and
manipulation of moral and ethical imperatives, to deploy an argument based
on an acceptance of jus cogens wbile denying the existence of the obligations
that flow from it.

(vii) There is another very important political reason why any perceived tendency
to mntervene must be based on some degree of obligation, rather than on a
right. The dlaim to a right to intervene implies a much greater freedom of
choice than would be the case with an obligation. Notwithstanding what has
already been said about national interest above, to claim. such a right and then
to act upon it may well create the impression of an act taken in pure self-
interest. A justification for intervention by reference to a legal obligation to
protect individual rights is likely to be more persuasive on a moral or ethical
level than one couched purely in ternis of states rights - especially when the
right to intervene goes against the long-standing principle of non-intervention.



VI THE JUST WAR DOCTINE AND THE UN CHARTER

(i) The just war doctrine as evolved in the Middle Ages was, a marriage between
political realism and idealism. While it laid obligations on sovereign states to,
keep the world's peace by using force if necessary (just war), it hedged this
obligation with a number of conditions which helped to root it in political
reality. The UN Charter was a sinilar marriage between political realism and
idealism,4 and ini nany ways codifies and updates the original theses ofjust war.

I Just War jUN
The decision to resort to war can
only be made by a legitimate

Collective sovereign
authority to wage war
institutionalised by granting
the UN the ability to apply
military sanctions against
transgressor states

Inherent riglit of self-
defence was enshrined in
Article 5 1 and the ability to

ltions:
,nonic,
atter generally
foliow if the
led to achieve

Legitimate
Authority

1 -
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VII CONCLUSIONS

Let us suppose that there is substantial prima facie evidence of genocide being, or
about to be, committed within the territory of a state. While the principle obligation
correlative to the rights of the victims rests with those actually comxnitting or about
to commit the crime, third-party obligations also exist (as formally acknowledged in
the Genocide Convention. Let us also suppose that agreement to intervene is blocked
in the UN Security Council (for whatever reason) and no UN mandate is likely to be
forthcoming. The following considerations should then be brought into play.

(Î) First, the decision to resort to force can only be made by a legitimate
authority. Given the importance of the principle of non-intervention, it is
probably reasonable to expect a substantial collective decision rather than
merely a unilateral deterniination to intervene. This could typicaily, though not
exclusively, be achieved through the mechanisms of a significant and
appropriate regional organisation. While this discussion is general rather than
specific, the decision by the nineteen member states of NATO to intervene lin
Yugoslavia ini 1999 might corne to be regarded as a significant precedent in this
respect. Obtaining such a degree of international or multinational agreement
will neyer be easy and the ability to do so will in itself convey a degree of
authority appropriate to the circumstances.

(i) Second, the decision must reflect a just cause and be pursued with a moraily
right intention. As discussed, genocide is an extreme form of human rights
violation and evidence that it is being conmiitted, or is about to be, should ver>'
reasonably be regarded as a just cause, especially as those committing it are in
breach of a peremptory norm of international law. The consequent saving of
life and the protection of other fundamental rights would certainly constitute a
morally right intention

(iii) Third, military intervention must be regarded as a Iast resort measure -and only
be applied if ail other means have been exhausted or are regarded as unllkely to
avert the envisaged humanitarian catastrophe. Diplomatic efforts, including the
threat or imposition of economic sanctions, must be made to persuade the state
concerned not to proceed with its supposed policy of genocide. These might
legitimately include the tbreat to use force if it does flot.
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(y) The principle of Proportioiiality must be observed in the sense that the amounit

of good to be achieved Must outweigh the harmn that is done in using force. In

simple terms, if the destructive consequences of the military campaign resuit iii

more death and destruction than was likely if genocide was allowed to proceed,

the justness of the intervention must be doubted. Again, this is an extremnely

difficuit issue to judge. In the case of Kosovo somne have argued that the NATO
air canipaign allowed genocide or so-called 'ethnic cleansing' to proceed in a

more intensive way than would otherwise have been possible. What is clear is

that this condition provides a just reason for applying restraint ini circumistances
that would prove militarily very difficuit to prosecute

(vi) Finaily, force must be applied in strict accordance with the laws of armed

conflict. The fact that the target state is coninitting genocide is no reason for

using methods that would otherwise be illegitimate.

The Just War doctrine provides first of ail a traditional legal basis for intervention

without recourse to UN Security Council action in support and, secondly, it avoids

the convoluted and unsound reliance on an erroneous 'right' to intervene. Although

the practical outcome may be very much the same as future practice justified by a

claimed 'riglit' of intervention, in jurisprudential ternis a rationale based on an

obligation would be mucli more rigorous and defensible.
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PAPER 5

HUMANITARLAN ASSISTANCE AND PEACEKEEPING: FUTURE ROLES,
FUTURE PROSPECTS

Author: Commodore Tim Laurence

(Note: This chapter is based on R USI Whitehall Faper No 48 by the saine author)

SUMMARY

Two contrasting concepts have shaped attempts to intervene in international crises during
the last century, both of them responses to the need to intervene in international crisis .
These are peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance. For the greater part of the century the
two foris ofmitervention have developed largely in isolation from each other, but the crises
of the 1990s brought these two strands more closely together. In miany instances
peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance worked well together, but there are also
occasions when the relationship went wrong. Particularly difficuit were situations when a



THE POLITICAL-MLATARY-HUMANITARIN TRIANGLE

(i) 0f ail the factors which affect the alliance between the humanitarian and

military aspects of intervention, the most important is the political

directive. Without political directive, the other mechanisms can only cope with

the effects of conflict; they cannot deal with the underlying causes or produce

long-terin solutions. The triangular relationship between polities, peacekeeping

and humanitarian assistance is the key to effective coordination, and political

control is at the apex of this triangle. Peacekeeping and humanitarian action can

only be effective if there is also a political initiative to seek a durable solution.

(ài) The key position ini the command triangle is that of Special Representative
-t à-L Qa *.U..i.f.vul(S - whn is a hitgh level official izven



il COORDINATION 0F THE MILITARY AND HIJMANITARJAN ROLES

(i) The real test of coordination is across the gap between the peacekeeping
and humnanitarian communities. Lt is here that the new alliance between them,
lias been put under greatest strain. I many cases the affiance bas been forged
successfbliy; ini others it bas failed, leading to mutual criticism and
recrimination.

" Peacekeepers argue that the humanitarian coninunity often fail both to
coordinate amongst theinselves, and to cooperate with the peacekeeping
operation. This weakens the overail effort towards peace and long-terni
stability and gives warring factions the chance to play one side off against the
other.

" The principal concern for hunianitarian personnel is the use of the military i
the provision or support of hunianitarian assistance. Lt is said that they ofien
arrive too late, are inexperienced and hence inefficient in relief operations,
are expensive and, just when you have got used to them,4 they are pulled out
too early.

(ii) The root of the problem is the Iack of clear definition of the role of the
military i a Complex Emergency. No-one can doubt the role of humanitarian
agencies i these situations, even if one niight occasionally challenge the
methods used and the long-term objectives. Lt is however dificuit to pin down
what exactly the military are supposed to do. UN mandates frequently contain
the phrase 'in support of humanitarian assistance activities'. What does this
phrase actually mean? The answer to this holds the key to a less strained
relationship between the two would-be partuers. If their respective roles can be
more clearly separated and deflned, it should be easier to coordinate their



HII MILITARY ROLES IN COMPLEX EMERGENCIES

(i) The following is an attempt to list Miltary roles i Complex Emergencies under
three headings: Peacekeeping; humanitarian support; and enforcement
measures. Inevîtably there are overlaps between the three, but the underlying
distinction is useful.

Peacekeeping

These tasks would be under a Force Commander's authority.

" Establishing a UN presence by patrolling disputed areas and monitoring
activity.

" Managing ceasefires, e.g. by defi.sing incidents and investigating violations.
" Establisbing stabilisation measures, e.g. brokering agreements over

demarcation of boundaries.
" Communicating between parties to a conflict which have no diplomatic

relations.
" Demobilisation and Disarinament.
" The clearance of mines and other unexploded ordnance.

Rumanitarian Support

These tasks would only be undertaken at the request of, or in agreement with,
the Humanitarian Coordinator.

" Provision of immediate humanitarian assistance, e.g. emergency food
distribution, building of refugee accommodation, and provision of basic
water and sanitation, when relief agencies were not present in sufficient
strength to cope with sudden demand.

" Alerting humanitarian agencies to pockets of need encountered during
routine patrol activities.

" Assistance to humanitarian agencies in longer-terni relief and development
projects.

" Negotiations with warring factions to create the conditions in which
agencies can operate freely and effectively.

" Physical security of aid delivery and other humanitarian activity.
" Physical security of refixgee camps.



(iii) These lists could form a blueprint for peacekceping operations, and could
be varied to suit individual circumstances. It is important to identify
separately the hunianitarian support tasks and to make it clear that they are
secondary tasks only to be performed if requested by the humanitarian
coordinator, or at least in agreement with hlm or her. Observing this practice
should remove the perception of the military invading hunianitarian territory or
4 space' uninvited.2

(iv) A delicate balance has to be struck between cooperation and too close
identification, but these two objectives are flot necessarily incompatible. In
states with experience of peacekeeping, much thought is going into the
improvement of Civil-Military Cooperation (CIMIC) mechanisrns in the field.3
A great deal can be achieved by discreet communication and using liaison
officers from both sides to build up an awareness and understanding of each
other's objectives and methods. 4 It is essential that there are regular excbanges
of information through meetings, briefings, e-mails and even social exchanges -
the latter usefiu1 as a means of breaking down barriers. If each side is clear about
the other's role and objectives, the chances of success are much greater.



IV PHYSICAL SECURITY AND THE NEUTRALITYIIMPARTILITY
DILEMMA

(i) This logic should work in a relatively benign enviroument, but it gets
progressively more difficuit as the security situation deteriorates. If both
peacekeepers and huinanitarians decide to remain despite the risk, the question
arises as to whether the latter should look to the former for protection, for
example, by providing armned guads for compounds, armed escorts for convoys
or to police refugee camps. This subject generates controversy in the
humanitarian community, wbich tends to seek every possible alternative to
taking advantage of military protection. There are three main reasons for this.
The first is that the inilitary are only present in a few situations where security is
a problemn, therefore practices have to be evolved which can work whether they
are present or not. The second is the fear that accepting military support Will
leave an agency even more vuinerable when the military withdraws. Finally,
there is the perceived loss Of imnpartîaiity and neutrality that it is assumned wiil
follow.

(i) While the principles of neutrality and impartiality are important guides,
they must be applied with common sense and respect for operational
realities. It is argued that if a relief organisation accepts protection from a
military force it becomes associated with that force in the eyes of local warrmng
factions and therefore loses its dlaim both to neutrality and also probably to
impartiality, although a peacekeeping force bas much the same interest in
remaining both neutral and impartial. In Complex Emergencies, however, it is
doubtful whether either the humanitarian organisations or the peacekeepers can
achieve their objectives without comproinising the ideals of imnpartiality and
neutraiity because there will generally be at least one faction that Winl consider
themn a threat of some sort. Somne argue that most relief organisations, with the
exception of ICRC which lias a particular status in this respect, should abandon
the principles of neutrality and impartiaiity because the restrictions they impose
outweigh any diminishing benefits. However, the potential benefits are
considerable and not to be dismiýssed lightly. Humanitarian coordiators must
weigh up each situation and consider ail available options to enhance security,
including peacekeepers whenever they are available. There are many precedents
for successfiil collaboration in this respect to offset the few highly publicised
failures.? The key is frequent discussion of the problem with the aim of finding
an agreed way ahead rather than having one side impose a solution on the other.
Mucli will also depend on the standing of a force, and even of particular units in
àt, with local factions.



V THE USE 0F FORCE IN PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS AND THE
TRANSITION TO ENFORCEMENT ACTION

(i) In peacekeeping operations a firm approach is not only essential to
fulfilling the mandate, but also enhances the respect accorded to the
peacekeeping force. This in turn makes both its military tasks and its
humanitarian support role easier. In Canibodia it bas been reported that both
military and civilian casualties were lower i regions where peacekeeping
contingents took a tough stance than where a more equivocal posture was
assumed.6 In a peacekeeping operation, the judicious use of force need not
undermine a neutral posture, nor should it damage relations with the relief
agencies.

(il) There rnay corne a point, however, when firm peacekeeping is no longer
enough. Quite when that point is reached is extremely difficuit to judge, but the
judgement bas serious consequences. The UK's doctrine manual 'Peace Support
Operations' states that:

A peacekeeping force should only make the transition to peace enforcement
as the resuit of a deliberate policy decision and a change of mandate, taking
account of the risks involved, and niatched by appropriate force levels,
Rules of Engagement, equipment, deployments and training. It will almost
certainly require substantial force restructuring and redeployment, the
evacuation of unarmed monitors and civilians, and the possible terniination



As if to highlight the dangers, four locally based SCF(US) workers were

ambushed. and killed as the UN mission was withdrawn.

(iv) The transition to enforcement action inevitably puts greater stress on the

command structure and on communications within the command triangle

(political, mifitary, humanitarian). It is essential that full communications are

maintained and that ail concemned are aware of the political strategy being

foilowed, and in particular that the humanitarian community understands where

the UN mission stands at any point. Finally, the balance in the command and

control structure must change to give the Military Force Commander greater

prominence in his dealings with the SRSG so that decisions can be made

quickly.



VI DISENGAGEMENTAND HANDOVER: THE DIFFCIJLTIES

Whether peace bas arrived through enforcemnent or negotiation, the moment wil

corne in a conflict for the state or states involved to begin their return to normality.
Meanwhile, international organisations must start a process of disengagernent and
bandover to indigenous local authorities and governments. Complex Emergencies
are usuaily merely the symptom of deep-rooted and long-running problems. Few are
amenable to short-term solutions. This phase of operations involves particular stress
on relationships between the peacekeeping force and humanitarian organisations.

(i) The Peacekeeping force bas a short time perspective. The following
considerations are relevant:

"Operational costs of peacekeepmng forces. The deployment ofien leaves
gaps unfilled at home. (Tbis is particularly true of the police): there is a
perception that too much time spent on peacekeeping erodes their state of
training for their normal tasks. (This argument mainly applies to the
military, who are unable to practice their warfighting skills while engaged in
peacekeeping, thougi i most such operations they gain valuable
leadership, decision-niaking, negotiating and field skills): and peacekeeping
operations are expensive.

" Financial costs. The annual cost of UN peacekeeping was ahnost $4 billion
i 1993 and about $1 billion in 1998. 9The costs are shared by member
states according to a special scale of assessments. So although direct costs
will eventually be reimbursed by the UN states have to pay the bil anyway
through contributions to the UN budget. The largest shares are paid by P5



" Their interest is in keeping the international community engaged until the
conditions for this have been achieved, and ensuring major donors continue
to fund them.

" Their employees have volunteered precisely for this sort of work and are
flot normally interested in a quick escape. In sum, they are playing a longer-
terrn game, but flot a permanent one.

(iii) The peacekeepig force has a defined task- Most of its tasks have both a
natural end-state and, usually, a target end-date. Medical and logistic support,
for example, are usually handed over to civil authorities or contractors 'as
quickly as possible. Another task usually linked with the military is demining.
Military peacekeepers are offen invited to start this process off, but there are
now many independent organisations which specialise i the task, and handover
is usually conducted as soon as the security situation allows.

(iv) The humanitarian task is less defined. There is much discussion in the
international conimunity about rehabilitation, but an acute lack of clarity as to
what this really means: what are the objectives, duration, start and end point,
appropriate activities, actors, rotes and responsibilities?

(y) UN coordination is difficuit. The UN bas difficulty i providing overal
coordination of hunianitarian action, especially during the transition phase. Tbis
is in part because the sheer scale of the problemn is so immense, as indicated
above. But it is also because the independence of the major UN agencies, and
the competition between them, niakes it extremely difficuit to achieve a
common UN position.'0 There are more interested parties during the post-
conflict stage, including governmenta], non-goveramental, community and
commercial organisations in addition to the relief agencies. Simnply tracking
themn is difficuit enough; coordinating themn is near impossible.

(vi) Establishment of a judiciary. Finally, a rather more complex issue which bas
to be agreed between the political authorities and the peacekeeping and
humanitarian agencies is the reestablisbment of a judiciary and the question of
whether and how to try those accused of war crimes or other human rights
abuses. One route is that of International Tribunals, such as those for Rwanda
and Former Yugoslavia. However the evidence so far is that these will only deal
with a very small number of cases, albeit the most bigh profile ones. The great
bulk of cases, for the foreseeable future, are likely to be dealt with by the
individual states concerned through their own judicial systenis. The
peacekeeping mission therefore bas a heavy burden to ensure that systenis are
set up correctly, that they dispense justice fairly and that personnel involved are
not physically threatened or attacked. Tbis can be one of the most difficult parts



VUI A STRATEGY FOR DISENGAGEMENT

(i) The most important lesson about this phase of the crisis is that, although
peacekeepers and hunianitarians have different approaches to the period of
rehabilitation and disengagement, the two are flot incompatible. Despite their
differences, they are partners with a shared objective. This objective is to build
up local institutions to the extent that a graduai handover of responsibility for
security and the longer-term. development process to local control is possible.
An important milestone in this respect may be democratic elections, but there
niay be circunistances in which elections are inappropriate and where other
options should be considered.

On the basis of this objective, there must be an overai strategy or framnework
which guides the actions of individual players. This must be approved by the
UN and firnily led in the field by the SRSG i his or her position at the head of
the eternal triangle. For either peacekeepers or hunianitarians to niaintain that
their work should be pursued ini isolation from the political context simply fails
to reflect the realities of Complex Emergencies.

(ià) This overail strategy should:

*be based on a multidinensional approach, with political, military,
humanitarian, civil police and other appropriate components. This proven
formula 'is itself an important factor in enhancing the possibility of
success." 1 It should be built on and refined, not abandoned simply because



*involve local decision-makers so that the process cornes to be 'owned'
locaily and is flot perceived as simply being imposed from outside. This
building of local institutions is fundaxuental to any return to norrnaiity, and
it is too oflen ignored iu the rush to handover and leave.

*include a public relations strategy to ensure the dissemination of
information. This is important, flot only iu achieving good coordination
between the various international players, but also in explaining to the local
population what is happening aud winning their support for the way ahead.



THE RUMANITARIAN/PEACEKEEPING ALLIANCE

iclusion fromn this chapter is that although relations between the humianitarian
ng communities have been slowly iniproving over recent years, there is more
cfollowing are somne of the key points *hich need to be addressed:

r debate on the principles behind a decision to intervene militarily ini a

or humanitarian crisis.

-ation of Comnmand and Control arrangements i UN missions.

- definition of the role of the. militarv' in comvlex emerzencies, and an



1 It is important' said the report of a 1998 UN forum in New York on the role of SRSGs 'that the nature
and scope of an SRSG's role be clearly articulateci to avoid confusion either withi or outside the UN' The
SRSG's role was the subject of a high level forum in New York i July 1998, attended by Kofi Annan
himself and by eight serving or past SRSGs. The resultant report 'Commnand from the Saddle: Managing
United Nations peace-building missions' was published by the forumn's organisers, the Oslo-based FAFO
Institute for Applied Social Science, i earl>' 1999.

2 John Mackilay has, for example, written of the excellent cooperation between peacekeepers and NGOs i

Bosnia i Multiational Division (South West) i 1997: "The Stabilisation Force military ifrastructure had

becomne more pervasive than that of the civil agencies, reaching down comprehensively to the grass-roots
level i a way that humanitarians could not. This created an obvious area for cooperation: humanitarian
agencies would provide the relief and development equipment and expertise, and the SFOR military

organisation would help to target the most needy areas and distribute the equipment. John Mackinlay
'NOOs and militar>' peacekeepers: fiienda or focs?' i Jane s IDR 7/97.

3 o example see the MOD's Peace Support Operations JWP 3-50 pp'l-5; and Major S R Skeates
"Operatig i a complex enviroument: How can the British militar>' improve Interagency Cooperation ini

Peace Support Operations?' RMCS Shrivenham dissertation 1998.

4 Brigadier-General Jeffery Pilkington, commander of Operation Provide Comfort i Northern Iraq 1993-
95, identified lack of communication, together with lack of trust, as the two major causes of
misunderstanding between militar>' and hwnanitarian personnel. See Jeffer>' S Pilkigton "Improvig
militar>' and civilian cooperation i humanitarian relief operations" i Refugee Partici ation Joural No.
23 Jan-Apr 1997.

1 in Somalia i 1993, the military so antagonised the local population that for relief workers to be protected

by the militar>' i some cases icreased their risk of being attacked b>' local warlords.

6 ClnlPaul Filler (then British Armny, now working for ECHO) i an iterview i Nairobi 15 March

1999.

7 ibid pp3-4.

8 Figures are from UN Peacekeeviniz: 50 years 1948-1998 DPI/2004 1998.

cit. pp7.
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PAPER 6

A UN CONSTABULARY TO ENFORCE THIE LAW ON GENOCIDE, AND

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

Authors: Saul Mendlovitz and John Fousek

SUMMARY

The signing by 120 states of the statute to establish a permanent international criniinal

court with jurisdiction over the most heinous of violent international crimes-genocide,
other crimes against humanity, and war crimes-marks a moment of great promise,
despite the statute's imperfections and the failure of the United States to sign on. It took

the United States 40 years, and sustained political efforts by advocates of the world mile

of law, to ratify the 1948 Genocide Convention. Sustained political efforts may also

change the present U.S. position on the ICC. Hunian rights organizations and other

citizens' groups played an essential role in initiating and shaping the political process

that led to the Rome treaty. A siinilar worldwide citizens' campaign aimed at the

creation of a standing UN Constabulary could have siflillar resuits ini the decade ahead.
%",lmh *1,pee twun new- global institutions in Dlace. the vros-vect for enforcinR international



1 DEFINITION

(i) The United Nations Constabulary would be a new kind of force, with
assertive police powers dedicated to preventing and halting episodes of
genocide and crimes against humanity', 2and to apprehending the alleged
perpetrators and bringing them to justice.2

(il) The UN Constabulary would be a permanent, transnational institution. Its
members would be individually recruited as international civil servants and
employed directly by the U.N., rather than by their national military
authorities.

It would therefore differ from U.N. peacekeeping forces, which have always
been formed on an ad hoc basis from national military contingents provided
voluntarily by member states, and unlike proposed rapid reaction brigades
similarly comprised of state contingents,

(iii) The constabularv would be dedicated exclusively to dealing with Renocide

.iinal law



Il LEGAL BASIS AND AUTHORISATION

(i) The 1948 Genocide Convention empowers an>' signatoiy state to, "call upon
the competent organs of the United Nations to take such actions under the
Charter of the United Nations as they consider appropriate for the prevention
and suppression of acts of genocide." Given the failure of the international
community to develop any other effective enforcement mechanisms, this
provision may serve as the basis for creating a UN Constabulary as proposed
here.

(ii) This force could be established under the UN Charter by either the Security
Council (under Articles 47 or 27) or the General Assembi>' (under Articles
10 or 22). Its legitimacy would be enhanced if it was brought into being b>' a
General Assembi>' resolution adopted by a substantial majorit>' of member
states and b>' a subsequent Securit>' Council resolution which in effect
ratified the G.A.'s proposai. Done in this fashion, the establishment of the
force would not require a new treaty.

(iii) Another possible authorization platibrai would be the establishment of
international law concerning humanitarian intervention in instances of grave
and egregious deprivations of human riglits, particular>' where there is
reasonable evidence of intent to commit genocide. This would have the
advantage of following procedures established in customary international
law for humanitarian intervention and woul not need to be legitimated b>' a



1[11 THE DECISION TO DEPLOY

The actual decision for deploying U.N. constabulary personnel should be
delegated to the Secretary General by the Security Council. This would be a major
departure from the existing system. We will now sketch out the manner i which
the Secretary General's authority would be defined and implemented.

(i) Early warning. As an initial matter, an early warning system needs to be
developed to provide guidelines for when the police force would be brought
onto the scene. Bosnia and Rwanda provide perhaps the most notorious
cases where early wamning signs existed but went essentially unheeded.3 An
International Crime Watch Advisory Board(ICWAB) should be established
under the Secretary-General of the United Nations. This Board should be
charged both with developing a detailed early warning system to identify
advance signs of an>' incipient episodes of genocide or other crimes against
humanit>', monitoring conflict situations ini which even a latent threat of
these crimes seems present, and overseeing the Constabulary's activities to
protect against potential abuse of police powers. Ini these tasks, this new
Board should work in conjunction with transnational citizens' groups, such
as Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International, already engaged in
similar pursuits.

The ICWAB could be established and selected by the Securit>' Council, and
would be composed of respected, senior members of the world diplomatic
communit>'. Its membership should be constitutionall>' structured to ensure
adequate representation of the world's cultural, socio-economic, linguistic
and religious diversit>', and to prevent it from serving simply as a policy
instrument of permanent members of the Security Council.

(ii) Following an investigation of an>' situation involving a tbreat or genocide or
crimes against humanit>', the ICWAB could make a recommendation to the
Secretar>' General to deploy a UN Constabular>'. The Security Council
would have an advisory but flot a mandator>' roe. The ultirnate authority to
deploy would be vested in the Secretar>' General as the chief executive
accounitable to the member states. The Secretar>' General would have
authority, delegated b>' the Security Council, to deploy the constabulary ini
two situations:

eFirst, when individuals have been indicted on charges of genocide or
crimes against humanity by the prosecutors of the ICC. In cases where
genocide or other crimes against humanit>' do occur, the creation of the
International Criminal Court will make available a new and ver>' clear
set of guidelines for deciding when to deploy a UN Constabular>'. Under
the Rome Statute, the prosecutors of the Court will have considerable
indenendence to issue indictments for individuals they reasonably



jurisdiction. We believe a UN Constabulary should be empowered to
apprehend those individuals indicted by the ICC prosecutors on charges
of genocide or crimes against humanity.

eSecond, aller receiving a recommendation to deploy the International
Crime Watch Advisory Board as discussed above.

(iii) Decision-making powers, and day-to-day command and control of the
Constabulary, would rest with the Secretary-General. Following the
principle of a "war powers" clause, however, the Security Council would
retain the authority to withdraw the police force 30 to 45 days aller its initial
deployment if it disagreed with the initial decision, or if it deemed that the
genocide had been effectively prevented or suppressed.



IV FUNCTIONS OF THE PROPOSE» UN CONSTABULARY

Once deployed in the field, the proposed UN Constabulary would assume the

following functions:

(i) Safe Ilavens. Once the UN Constabulay has intervenied to hait alleged

criminal behavior, some outside force will need to occupy the territory

where the behavior occurred, often for quite some time. We reconimend that

the occupation policy be guided by the doctrine of assertive safe havens. 4

Specifically, the UN Constabulary and auxiliary or successor forces i such

instances would have an Itassertiveil mandate and power of enforcement.

They would be authorized to:

" demilitarize the area surrounding each Safe Haven, placing heavy

weapons under effective supervision

" disarm the populations in the areas designated as Safe Havens

" seek out and lead to safety those individuals outside the protected area

who are targets of the criminal behavior and who desire entry into a Safe

Haven

" use appropriate force to defend itself and its charges, and to carry out its

mandate.

(il) Apprehend alieged criminals complying with appropriate legal

procedures and asait ini gathering evîdence for prosecution. As soon as

it is in the field, the force would be empowered to arrest and incarcerate

alleged perpetrators of acts punishable under the definitions of genocide and

crimes against humanity in the Statute of the International Criminal Court. It

would also assist prosecutors in gathering evidence and identifying and



V STRUCTURE 0F THE PROPOSE» UN CONSTAB1JLARY

The structure of the proposed UN Constabulary is crucial to making it both
workable and feasible. By structure, we mean in particular the miles and
procedures guiding the force's size and location, commnand and control, financing
and operations. 5

(i) Size and Location
A standing Constabulaiy of 10,000 to 15,000 should be housed >in perhaps
tbree or more base camps strategically located so that at least part of the
force could be deployed anywhere in the world. The force housed at each
base camp would be best prepared for action ini the socio-cultural, linguistic,
and climatic conditions of its particular region. Each base-unit would also be
available as necessary for deployment beyond its primary area. The force
could also be made available for disaster relief missions.

(àl) Financing
" Financing might be obtained through conventional UN budgetary

procedures and allotmnents.

" An alternative formula might also be considered. Total costs for the UN
Constabularv could be divided amonR ail UN member states on a scale



*Operations should be guided by the principle of using the least lethal
means possible in enforcing the law. Wherever possible, the force
should rely on relatively humane, non-lethal weaponry, such as rubber
bullets, traniquilizers, stun-guns and tear gas.

*Where necessary, the LIN Constabulary could be augmented or
supported by more extensive forces authorized by the Security Council
or the General Assembly under existing procedures. That is, the
standing police force could be deployed rapidly, for specific law
enforcement purpo ses; additional forces could be sent ini later, first from
newly created rapid reaction brigades, and then, for longer-term
operations, from ad hoc forces assembled fr-om member states.



VI POLITICAL OBSTACLES

(i) Body hags. Casualties to national military personnel have been the greatest
obstacle to effective U.N. actions to hait the recent killings in both the
formier Yugoslavia and Rwanda. Also the killing of 18 U.S. military
personnel in Somalia prompted a major public uproar which led President
Clinton to set a termination date for the deployment of U.S. forces in that
country.

*The proposed U.N. constabulaiy would to some extent alleviate this
problem. Members of the constabulary would be individually recruited,
highly-trained for intervention, weIl-educated, with decent salaries and
benefits, including post-police career opportunities and retirement
fiinds. These individuals would be international civil servants. Rather
than being appointed by their goverrnents, they would apply for these
positions directly, just as individuals apply to join the local police force
in Toledo, Harare, or Kyoto. No more than 3-5 per cent of the personnel
should corne from any one member state. There will be no nationally
organized units within the force, and citizens from each member state
should be dispersed as widely as possible throughout the force.

('nQIflteRneed not maise issues of national interest. national securitv. or



*The annual UN peacekeeping budget 110W runs $2-3 billion per year,
and much of that could bc saved by the successfal operation of the UN
Constabulaiy we propose. Even at a higher cost level, such a force
would ultimately prove cost-effective for the international community
and for leading U.N. member states.



CONCLUSION

Fifty years after the liberatic>n of the Nazi death camps, genocide and other crimes
against hurnanity are veiry much stili with us--to the shame of ail the nations of the
worl4. But today genocide is universally recognized as a higli crime utider international
law, and crimes against humanity have been codified authoritatively in the Statute of the
international Criminal Court. Thec challenge the world community now faces is how to
enlbrce the evolving body of international criminal law, particularly the 1948 Genocide
Convention. The successfül creation of the proposed Iternational Criminal Court wil
mnark an important but unfortuniate1y inconclusive step toward meeting that challenge.

With the tragic events of recent years in Somalia, Bosnia, Rwanda and Burundi, and
now the poetaI. genocide in Kosovo, the world today la forced to confront its fallure to
prevent genoçidal episodes ail too reminiscent of Nazi horrors. For a host of reasons,

intrvetin by iividual owr or by ad hioc coalitions of nation-states, whether
formd. eginaly o uner .N.auspices, Iias not povijded a workabIe solution. Rapid

reaction peeekeeping focsaeneebut th ore proposed herebhas a more specîfic
pups.Diplomacy and sanctions, of course, must always lbe employed fully before

fore i deloyd. ut n to mny nstnce sice1948, thcy too have failed to provide
effctie eforemetfor the Geoide Convention adopted that year.

In ass o gnoidean ohercrmesagint hmait, asin heinous crimes committed
witin atin-sate, efetiv la enorcmen reie efetve police operations. We

thee riesbyesabisinga pei tannaioalpolice foce under the United



NOTE:

1The experience of the ad hoc Tribunals on the former Yugoslavia and Rwanda shows that charges of
genocide may be hard to prove, and individuals suspected of genocide may more easily be convicted, and
more readily indicted, on the related but broader charges of crimes against humanity. As defmned ini the
Rome statute, crimes against hurnanity are specific atrocities "committed as part of a widespread or
systeniatic attack directed against an>' civilian population, with knowledge of the attack." Even more
restrictively, such an attack miust be a botter of state or organizational policy. This definition sets a high
threshold for establishing crimes against humanity, and it is to be hoped that the Court will interpret its
mandate bradi>' in this area.
2

3 On Bosnia, see Misha Glenn>', 'Yugoslavia: The Great Fall," New York Review of Books (March 23,
1995); and his "Letter from Bosnia The Age of the Parastate," TheNe YoXrkr (May 8, 1995); and see
David Rifff; Slaughterhouse: Bosnia and the Failure of the WeRt New York: Simon and Schuster, 1995,
p. 22. On Rwanda, see Helen Foin, "An Interview with Alison L. Des Forges: Genocide i Rwanda was
Foreseen and Could Have Been Deterred," in Fein, ed., The Prevention of Genocide: Rwanda Mnd
YuRosIavia Reconsidered (A Working Paper of the Institute for the Study of Genocide, 1994). Sec also
Milton Leitenberg, "U.S. and U.N. Actions Escalate Genocide and Increase Costs in Rwanda," in the
sanie volume; and Loitenberg, "Rwanda, 1994: International Incompetence Produces Genocide,"
Peacekeeping and International Relations (Novembor/December 1994).

4~ This discussion of assertive safe havons is largely drawn from a statement ta, the editor "Safe Havons i
Bosnia," New York Review of Books (May' 13, 1993), from tho Citizens' Conixittee on Bosnia-
Herzegovina. The senior author was a mombor of that comniittee aid helped ta formulate the proposai
prosented fn that statement

' The following discussion draws on material presented in Robert C. Johansen and Saul H. Mendlovtz,
"The Rote of Enforcement of Law in tho Establishment of a New International Order: A Proposai for a
Transnational Police Force," Alternatives VI(1980), 320-24; and Saul H. Mendlovitz aid John Fousek,
"Enforcing the Law on Genocide," Alternatives XXI (1996), 23 7-25 8.

6 Carl Kaysen and George W. Rathjens, "Send in the Troops: A UN Foreign Legion," Washington
Quartery (Wiater 1997). Soc also Lionel Rosenblatt aid Larry Thompson, 'The Door of Opportuait>':
Creating a Pemmaient Poacekoeping Force," World.,FaIicy JqUni (Spring 1998).
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HPOST-COLD-WAR EUPHORIA AND THE MORNING AFTER

(i) In the euphoria of the unexpected end of the cold war, many illusions and
niisapprehensions briefly flourished. This was particularly true of the technique
of P eacekeeping. The end of the cold war, and shortly thereafier of the Soviet
union, were a virtually universal surprise. There was no advance tbinking, no
1post-cold-war planning' retlecting the immense impact this historic change
would have on international cooperation and institutions. Instead there was a
fashion for simplistie concepts such as George Bush's New World Order,
Madeleine Albright's 'assertive multilateralisin', and the often-stated belief
that the United Nations would now at last be able to function as its founders
had intended it to fimtion. The apparent success of the Security Council-
sponsored Operation Desert Storm against Iraq confirmed this belief and also
encouraged the idea that the UN might profitably use a new measure of force in
peacekeeping.

(i) in retrospect it is odd that the most enthusiastic promoters of this fantasy were
the members of the UN Security Coundil, and especially its permanent members.
They proceeded, at breathtaking pace, to commit the UN to a dozen or so
operations, mostly amid the festering debris of the cold war within the
boundaries of single states. With the single exception of the 1960 Congo
operation, the. Council seemed to take littie account of the fact that these'
interventions differed radicaily from the peacekeeping operations of the

Sast, whlch were concerned with eontaining conflict between consenting
states rather than with paeWfying warlords, gangsters, and factional and



general's demand for 35,000 extra troops to protect them. The
atrocious tragedy of Srebrinica.

(y) An even more damaging train of events unfolded fromn the Somai
The basic probleni in Somalia was that the operation neye
overali purpose. The original aim of feeding starving Somalis
confused with efforts to address the country's Dolitical cl

episode which created the anti-UN backlasl
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Mogadishu. It was a disaster for the Unitec
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Security Council's lack of political and operational realism; the effect on the
proven techniques of peacekeeping of the participation of permanent members of
the Security Council, especiaily the United States; the resulting erosion of the
Secretary-General's role and authority in directing peacekeeping operations. Al
of these faictors certainly contributed to the collapse of post-cold-war hopes for
the new efiectiveness of the United Nations.

The end of the cold war ruithlessly revealed the weaknesses and limitations
of this system ini dealing with the kind of crises that confront the post-cold -

war world. The center of the system, the United Nations, is weak, divided,
under-empowered and under-financed. The power and influence of the retuctant
sheriff of the international system, the United States, bas proved to be far smnaller
than was beieved i the " onl superpower" days of the early 1 990's. It is now
quite clear that, for both domestic and international reasons, the United States
c5inrnot assume the role of world Doiceman or Drovide. even temvorarilv. the



III THE PROBLEM 0F AUTHORITY

(i) The minimum required of the international system is a means of prevention
of or protection from major disasters, including nuclear prolifération and war,
the use of other weapons of mass destruction, serious regional conflicts, global
terrorism, bloody internai wars and genocide, and vast human suffering from
environmental and other formas of man-made damage - in other words major
threats to human well-being and survival. More than ever it is clear, however,
that there is a large hole at the centre of the present ramshackle international
structure - the absence of consistent and effective international authority and
legitimacy lu vital international and human affairs. This problemn is abundantly
clear in the current controversy at the United Nations over preventive
humanitarian intervention in which the majority still ardently insist on the
paramount position of national sovereignty.

(ii) The 'deregulated', post- cold-war world seenis to demand international authority
as the only alternative to ultimnate chaos, yet the ver>' notion of international
authorit>' is anathema to most governments, great and smail - until, of
course, they are looking disaster lu the face, by which timne it is usually too late
for effective international action. Because, for the first time lu recorded history,
we are living lu a world without empires, the so-called 'international conimunity'
is a disparate collection of somne 190 ludependent sovereign states with, as yet,
fexil Mf tlip épn-t nf cinmmuinitv- vet subiect to the shotizun marriap-e



(iv) The zealous guardians of national sovereignt-y are particularly sensitive to
any serious proposai to niake the UN better able to carry out peacckeeping
and conflict control tasks. It is obvious, and widely accepted, that major
niilitary operations umder Chapter VII of the Charter can only be carried out by
coalitions of the capable under the military command of a great power, with the
approval of the Sccurity Coundil. That, ini fact, is pretty much what is stipulated
i the Charter anyway. However, most of the situations Iikely at present to

deinand UN action are flot threats to the peace or acts of aggression by
govcrniments. The niost common challenges will be anarchy and violence,
civil and ethnic strife, humanitarian disasters and grave human rights
abuses - even genocide - usually withmn the bordera of a state.

(v) in most of thcse situations, effective rapid reaction is a key to success, but the
days are past when the UN could get forces ito the field almost immcdiately, as
it did at Suez and on several other occasions in the Middlc East, or i the Congo
in 1960. Relying as it does on national contigents, the UN takes weeks, and
oflen months to put an operation ito thic field. By that time the situation has
usually gone hopelessly out of control. In the early 1990's there was much taik of
cstablishing a modest, ail-purpose standing rapid reaction capability, but now the
United States threatens to excommunicate the secretary-general and anyone cisc
who Dursues sueh a sensible proposai. Instead, member govemments - with a few



IV SERIOTJS REFORM'AND GENUINE SECURITY

(i) Since there is no other credible candidate for world policemn, and the post-
cold-war world has turned out to be a disorderly, violent, and potentially very
dangerous place, the member governments should surely give the highest
priority to ways of improving the UN's performance i its primary role.
They have flot done so because, except i times of crisis, they do flot wish the
world organization to be more than a loose association of sovereign states, with
minimal resources and even less authority. This reactionary view may prove
extremnely expensive in the future.

(il) The practical changes needed to give the UN a workable peacekeeping and
humanitarian capability have been exhaustively studied. They are modest by
comparison with national defence undertakings, and their cost would be easily
compensated for by increased effectiveness in preventing or containing violence.
The real obstacles to an effective UN lie far deeper -- in political preconceptions
and taboos, and in the failure to establish the basic preconditions for real security
--disarmnent and economic development, for example --in the so-called
international community. We have now created a generation of global problems
which sovereign nation states, even the most powerful, cannot cope with on their
ovin. There is, however, as yet no international authority wbich can deal with



and security contained ini the Charter has flot proved reliable, most nations bave
flot been persuaded to delegate their national security to an international systemi.
Those who can afford it prefer to stick to their own security measures, sometimes
at great risk to themselves and their neighbours.



V W}JAT TQDO?

(i) Som signific~ant advances in intrnational arrangements hiave been achieved in
many vital fields. No gov<ernnment i its riglht mind is keen to abanduon the
experiuuent or give Up its membership in the world organization. The
question, then, is what cau be done in the existing political conditions to
revtaliz the UN's peace and security role and make it increasingly capable of
dealing with the security problems of the new xnillennium.

(ii) At present, the majority vkew appears to be that sonje sinal sacrifice of
natonal sovereignty and the. provision of adequate resources are too high a

price to pay for a reasonably effective liternational security system. I fact
some minor steps, like a standing emergeney peckeing headquartcrs, are
being somewhat reltietandly enmbarLked on. For the moment at any rate the
pressure of iportant new oeratins is absent, but training progrm fo>r tny
forces shouki be w>eU within. the limits of political. posiilt. It wouil etil
be helpliil if the Security Cowieil were to take a long, har4 look at its procedures
and decision-making processes. Thçre is plenty 0f fieaueon this kind of

incemntl hange, but wtth e ilinthe worditwi1not nêke aU tat
muh iféence, unestheaic questio of the reltosi betwecn nainal

The recent, brutaIJy frak reports on the LN's falrsat Srebrenica and ini

fthcoig from govrnets t key that any imrvmn ilhv
to om aou thrug a moetand politically uobtrusive stphy-step

(ii At the moment, there seems to l'e no incdlination among goverrnents to address

th* ai ako nentoa apctlgtmc n uhrt intheia



*Current efforts to improve early warning and informed analysis of
potential future crises should be strengthened.

*Efforts to establish a tramned, highly professional standing military and
civilian rapid deployment capacity, organized as a spearhead to deal
with the current intrastate situations that the UN is now mostty calied. on
to deal with, should be intensifled.
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PAPER 8

A STRATEGY FOR ENDING WAR

Author: Jonathan Dean

SUMMARY

War is as old as civilization and genocide has often been its accompaniment. However,
war is learned, flot inborn behavior. The end of the twentieth century has brought an
unparalleled opportunity and an emerging will to make war and genocide a rarity instead
of a deiy occurrence. Moreover, there are also negative trends that could bring global
catastrophe unless they are countered.

However, to avoid thîs outcome, a comprehensive global program is required which will
strengthen and accelerate three mutually-reinforcing changes: a strengthening of
comrnitment to the mile of law in the conduct of both international and domestie affairs;
radical enhancement of international institutions for conflict resolution, peacekeeping,
and peace enforcement; and, ultimately, replacement by these international agencies of
national capabilities fi:r unilateral military intervention outside national borders.

Such a program will succeed if the power and energy of civil society can
coalesce with the organs of governrnent in a sustained and coherent prograrn of political
action.



PART ONE: THE CASE FOR A UNIIIED AND COMPRIEHENSIVE
STRATFEGY

(i) There have been 175 wars since the end of World War 11, with 45 million
klilled. Over six million people have died in war since the end of the cold war,
when things should have changed for the better. These were inainly women and
children, because the trend has been to more and more civilian deaths. This river
of humazi blood i8 stili flowing today, with personal tragedies that last a lifetime,
and with the painistaling work of generations of human hands and mindsxreduced
ta iuseless rubble in moments.

(il) War - raie arnhedviolence~ --islar behavikr not, as is oiten airgued,
a built-in defect of the human species. Ruan do diagee compete, and froni
time to time even use physical violence against each other. War however is

leane fom istucor, on th riiggoudin the guril amp, an~din the
staf olege ad ackd y ocal alestha jstfymany forns of war. We

know nwfoth acrmstil a even the geoia wnamassacres
were crflypeae n eere navne rcddb otso

la to unlearn it - that means to change the learnfrng environiment and also to mêke

(ii)Th itenaioalcomuit, ole by thimlpact of thae world wiars and o>f
th tret.e detrcto ofail-out ncer war, now lok nwar as

govermns This aprah is stogy backed on moral grounds by major

(l'v) Thr a hwever iaeeni no cmm overali approah to rieet coelit

intrvetio, i ha ben blatd. Eac risis has recelved sei teti4on only

afte lagesalekilingand conmicdesrucionhas ake plceandhasbee



(vi) In the early 1960's, at the height of the cold war, the United States and the
Soviet Union introduced into the United Nations similar coniprehiensive plans
for general and coinplete disarmaînent by UN meniber states. lIn these plans,
phases of disarmament were combined with step-by-step expansion of the UN's
capacity for keeping the peace. These ideas were too radical for the times. But the
underlying thought was right -- that disarmament must be comprehensive and
must cover both nuclear and conventional arms, and also that, if individual
countries are to be disarmed, then multilateral institutions for peacemnaking must
be strengthened at the sanie tinie. Yet as the cold war continued, goverzuments
abandoned this coniprehensive concept. I order to make the pro blemn of coping
with war more manageable, they began to break up that topic into a myriad of
components, seeking individual solutions to each. Nuclear disarmament was
separated from conventional disarmament; conventional disarmanient was
separated from peacekeeping, and each of these areas was fi.rther disaggregated
and compartmentalized.

(vii) For nuclear arms, this approach has had sonie effect, because the many issues
into which nuclear arms control has been divided - for example, ending weapons
testing, bilateral recluctions, nonproliferation, and ending production of fissile
material - are ail supported by strong public rejection of nuclear weapons.

For conventional forces, in contrast, the disaggregation of disarmament into
separate projects bas fragmented public and government interest, dividing
support among many worthwhile measures, such as limits on arms transfers, or
cuts ini military spending. Peacekeeping has been completely separated froni
efforts to reduce confliet through arms control. The only areas of conventional
disamament where there has been some success - the Treaty on Conventional
Forces i Europe and the ban on antipersonnel landinines -were exceptional ini
generating broad popular support.

(viii) Acting together, the governments and peoples of the world today do have the
economic and inilitary resources to cope with war. They have an annual world
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PART TWO: GLOBAL ACTION TO PRE VENT WAR

A programn of this type already exists. It is called Global Action to Prevent War,' and 1
will describe it here, both to commend the specific programn to the attention of readers
and to illustrate the comprehensive approach whose adoption is urged here.
Global Action proposes a phased process consisting of three successive treaties,
followed by a fourth that establishes a permanent international security system. Treaties
are useful for bringing a maximum number of govermments and NGO's into the action,
and for keeping themn involved over long periods. But much of the content of this
program can be implemented as individual measures locally or regionally without
waiting for any treaty.

(i) Conflict Prevention
The first of these four phases focuses on the goal of cutting back internai wars.
The following ideas are being discussed and promoted, among other ideas:

" A smai corps of trained professional niediators should be placed at the
disposal of the Secretary General and the Security Council (perhaps initially
fifty people).

" The establishment of a standing UN police force of 2,000-5,000
volunteer men and women should be established. One answer to the cisis
in East Timor and to Kosovo would have been a well trained UN police
force that can maintain peace and train local police, without raising
sovereignty issues to the same extent as peacekeepers drawn from arned
forces. Establishing such a UN police force would raise fewer political
issues than setting up a standing UN peacekeeping force and it would be
much cheaper.

" A standing UN force of volunteer peacekeepers should be established.
The permanent members of the Security Council, jealous of their
prerogatives, resist this idea, believing that it could be the beginning of a
supranational United Nations, independent ofnational authority. Despite this
opposition, a standing UN peacekeeping force could be set up, financed and
trained by General Assembly majority vote, without the possibility of veto.



0 The ride of I*w must be strengthened, arnong other things, by bringing
into force the treaty establisbing the JIternational Criminal Court, which will
establish the accountability of rulers andi officiads who abuse the rights of
their citizens. Treaties must also be developed to provide access to
international courts for grusand individuals as well as for states. One
posslbility is negoliation of a worldwide treaty establishing standards for
treatment of minorities of all kid and giving these groups access to,

intenatona courts. There is a General Assembly resto1ution on this subjeet
b~ut thtisnot enough.

0 Thre houl bea firma comitnentfro il UN mnember
governments to provide inimediate access for lumn riht bservers
and to faciltate their work. This commitment shoilld be ini the form of a
<3eieral Assernbly resolution, with provision for rptig non-compiance
tê the Securlty Council. This could inathe long term begin to malce an impact

" Atleat oe rgionl scurty raization iu eacI mjo geographic
region, ~ ~ ~ ê shudb teghndo reated, eadh it its own mediation

the Western Heniisphere andi Aflica, but not in the Near East, South Mia or
Norteas Asa. U meberstates muwst be more active in prmoting
regonl ecriy rgniaton.lIn Mcwhich has been more plagued by

thee ars tereisproaby anedfr more tan one regional orgamization.
We il no hvea fntoig wrdsecurity stenuntil the UN and the

reioalseurty ognztnsaiin caaility and fr.a coherent whole.

of ts wn embrs o spplmet te wrk f te ScurtyConil on a
less foma bais t would operate by majonity vote, without veto. This

panl cul sed ears o is mmbrsto ares f pontial conflict and
gencid, ondctheains o te sotand in NwYork, andi keep the

" TheUN Seurit Counil iselfThou y ho ut * poatve inolive o

persnne an reourcs t, d trsob~e and oeng a ifo agreemyn



* Education progranis on non-violent conflict avoidance and confliet
resolution should become universal at ail levels in the educational
systein of every country. Service in peacekeeping and mediation corps
should be an accepted alternative to military conscription and should be
established as a parallel career to professional, military service.

(ii) Dlsarmament
Inl order to move toward preventing major wars, global talks on
military reductions should be convened. At their outset, participants
should freeze ail components of their armed forces for a ten-year period
unless earlier resuits are achieved. They should also institute fu11 and public
exchange of information on these force components. "Ail components"
means active duty personnel, military unîts, military budgets, arns
production, and anus holdings. Arms transfers would be cut 50% from the
outset and would be subject to further restrictions. This worldwide no-
increase agreement for armed forces, the first in history, would be a very
important symbol and a necessary beginning for a downward process of
negotiated force reductions. In succeeding phases, ail force components
would be cut by 60% in the case of the largest forces, 40% and 20% for
medium-sized and smaller forces.

*An integrated prograni must provide for nuclear as weli as conventional
disarmament. Achievement of nuclear disarmament will require reduced
levels of conflkct worldwide and also some effective and acceptable way to
eut back the conventional forces of the major powers, especially their fbrce
projection capability with naval and air forces. Countries like China, Russia
and India wiil not relinquish their nuclear weapons if the main eflect of
doing so is to enhance the already large conventional superiority of the
United States. On the other hand, national armed forces cannot be drastically
reduced unless there is clear evidence nuclear weapons are on their way to
eliniination. Consequently, we must envisage an integrated plan for staged
disarmament, both conventional and nuclear.



nuclear materials and delivery systems under similar conditions. With ail
nuclear arsenals in reserve status, the weapon states would then be in a
position to seriously discuss the prerequisites for full elimination of nuclear
weapons, including dependable verification, the final stages of decisive
conventional disarmament, and measures to deal with cheating and possible
breakout. 3

After complet ing their force cuts, participating states would also
undertake a watershed conimitunent Rot to deploy their armed forces
beyond national borders except as part of a multilateral deployment
authorized by the UN or its regional counterparts. Such a comnutment
flot to deploy unilaterally forces outside national borders would be a decisive
turning point in the development of a world security system. Because
deployment beyond national borders is the essential element of interstate
war, a treaty-based obligation prohibiting unilateral deployment could also
mark a tumning point in world bistory and in the bistory of war. From one
viewpoint, this would be a far-reaching cornmitment, but it is really only
formalization of a commitment that already exists in the UN Charter. Aller
completion of this final phase, govemniments would stili have national armed
forces, but they would be structured and capable only of defense of national
territory, along the lines of the concept of non-offensive defense. As
mentioned, this means cutting back on force projection equipment - air
forces and navies - forces that carry the battie to the enemy.

*Renuaining nuclear weapofh sbould eventually be elimunated if ail
prerequisites listed above have been fulflRed. In addition to helping to
make smaller wars more rare, these conventional cuts aud the nuclear
disarmamnent that accompanies themn will make war between the major
powers nearly impossible. The political relationships of the large countries
will b. improved by these cuts and by their participation i operating the
improved multilateral machinery designed to cope with small waxs.

(iii) Implemnentatioui

*There is a strong financial inceutive to proceed with this prograun. Iu
addition to thousands of lives, this approach would save a huge amnount of
money lost in the destruction of war and also large amounts now being spent
in peacekeepig operations, in restoring war-ravaged economies, and in
maintaining large armed forces. The Carnegie Commission has estimated
that outside govenmments spent $200 billion repairing some of the ravages of
war iu the decades of the 1990's before Kosovo. These savings and the
savings geuerated by a two-thirds reduction in the forces of the major
powers with proportional reductions i smaller armed forces would help to
relax the stranglehold of the anus nianuflucturers, flind conversion projects,
and free a great deal of unoney for economnie development, education and
health.

8
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Inl spite of the financial incentive, the main diffculty with this project
would be its impleinentation, to mobiliz 'e the world's governments,
including the govemrments of the major powers, to embark on a project of
such broad dimensions. The motive force should therefore be provided by a
very large worldwide coalition-building effort between civil society and
interested governments, something like the successful landmines campaign,
but stili larger and of greater duration.

*Given the size of the task, this would have to be a twenty to thirty year
campaign, a long effort which will have to be promoted over the years by
governments, above ail by organized religion, which should become more
active in support of specific programs as well as arguing for peace in general
ternis, by civil society organizations, business, banks, including the World
Bank and the M, and by large private voluntary organizations, including
organizations like the Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies -

until the project gains enough salience and visibility to elicit interest and
cooperation from govemmnents of large countries, including the United
States and others.



CONCLUSION

To recapitulate the main arguments of this ehapter: Conflict between individuals and
groups in the sense of competitive struggle and even physical violence is probably built
into the human species. But war, organized armed struggle, is flot natural behavior, but
learned behavior - leamned ini a range of institutions fiom the training camp to the staff
college, and also indirectly in our schools and colleges. Nearly every armed conflict eau
be prevented, especially the smaller ones now taking place.

The world already has the resources and the knowledge to do this. What has been
missing is the application of these resourees in a systematie, sustained way. This eau be
promoted through the activities of a worldwide coalition of civil society organizations
and governments. Once the program is applied, it can make small wars far less frequent
and it eau contribute significantly to heading off wars among the major powers.

This global project, or something analogous to it, must be implemented during this
century. The sooner we begin the better.

'Details of the Global Action to Prevent War prograrn are at www.globalactionpw.org
2 Finaciig of the police and peacekeeping forces rnight at the outset have to bc by voluntaiy
contributions from UN memnber states, raised in the forai of an international surcharge on air tickets, sea
freight or international transactions, a surcharge organized in a way that cannot be blocked by the
opposition of a few states.
' Details ofthi approach can be found in Harold Feiveson, editor, The Nuclear Tuning Point
(Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1999), especially chapter 10.

jw*&3, Ch 8, Outw% Dc.2000
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Calling All Regi»o-Cops
Peacekeeping's Hybrid Ftiture

Mfichael Hi rsh

On Septemaber 6, an angry crowd stormed neatolnrriefcvcorsr2
a UN. relief ofâein West Timor. The mltx ngtteOI hn 1a nsO
mob sacked the building and, in asideninxg tevanu oa akh ftewrd

eeho of Mogadishu ini993, bumed the Iunntra.itreto rpat
bodies of tfree U.N. wodaSs in the =et. s. teesrewyofblngbt
TheU. quickly evacuated its remanig oecgrihsadlblvluSh
personnel frem the Indonesian province, qetoshv bobý cdmc n
casting a pall on its unsteady Mission thineaiol uUocayfrmh
across the border:in the newiy independenitoftels caevrinéhety

Essttior.militarmi6htth oly thr that cncsto

'Me~ ~ ~~~~~I istrudrcrda ne-ihmanitherian nteentonimpracl,
dent ýepot that th U.N. or isue uoter a ome a of blancing t

juR z,ýw eek beore Pulised t a csve-re in ightsand glb(auesinuchp

tim whn, n iera Lone hadrds nthe ieasundocacy foc
of eackeeers W=takng u= ='' 'ofth e lstro ecdf eerince th.iad

hEldag-h ost Timesvici Ceio l aoordonersaecnfit-

The bdishe'stedersredan inde- in wich= the U.N.payd .implinetoe
daeta acl taeprrt that eUN harle uon tror rohe Ms parut, alpon

juds ot a escito b for-e Pmblishedt eae- fnaein en borers, (afs inCpu
force,in S=ra Leone, odads s n&hides EoaMst--dtesddt-o

of es eeetwered tedUN ruebing toay' esro o ethn aotia, nd
held hosugd e-ate nosth ecm uloehacentvictim reignu bloodsbe

&Ube ing!dds Tophe wni orece Ti debate rmluaovdtterteUýerhStatriae nitnsen
thcr elfb uemtds prn U. e-Ntions atn spnt and weintentonedt

kppe ae to rs tat lonrsluy one:îoIt iscn aso £or= e mostpon
art sc efthU.s poeacekepin faf fr dBatte.neAicn atM least aSoita

and ki AL nt x pr idtio o morse rbst bienf oao reponent.as fesu



Unior4 it is high ti= for ±c WRId M rtc- ' 0 -N THEICHIEAP
ôp-Live t4at neither option will corne to

pas$. WMjýtng[0n dom not hm the wit for WjU this pattern sprcad Ruther? Shauld
it, and the lj.NI. (±anlçs kirgely to -Arnexi- it? To answer this, sorne hard facts rnust

can stngi=s) does not hm the -vmy. bc faced. The current dispute over peace-
Out of this vacuumhowever, a new maldng uzuaty centers on whether U.N.

system is emerging on the ground, mi-,;îs resources should bc beefed up to deal
by clisis. Ce it ±e rule of the regio-co'ps. with cextain situations-typically civil
It is a hybrid Mterri, dependent on both confficts thqt hover precarious1y between

U.N. legitimation and local muscle. To peace and out4t wu--inro -wKch UN.

work, the new systr'm needs reffional Secretare-Gen'erù Kofi Annau has boldly

powers and or9ýý*ns to, do the dirty pushed the warld body. Ile report oflut
work of pcacekeeping and peacetnaking. summers; UX p-eacekccping commission,
But such regional forces arc in=Mingly chaired by Lakhdar Brahirai, sharply
being trained and pressured to act in =alMs the c=cnt systcWs:Eaws and

accordance výith U.N. norins, and Mi- lays out a corrective plan. At the U.N.
cally go in unéler the auspices of Secuzity IM ennium Assembly in New York in
council ýresoIut:i0nq - Septcxnber, leader after leader took the

This was the model follawed for Eut ros== to give explicit or ixnplicit suppoc
Timor in Septmnber iggg, when President to the Brahirni prescxiptions. Among
Bill Clinton happily zcSpted Aus=Us those leg-ders was Prcsident Clinton,
ofer to send. in combat troops to stop who called for a U.eatez U.N. role in
Jnd0neýWs murckow nýfitiý cn as the humanitaxian interventions.
U.8, president took the leadin' organi%ýng a But to think that the Brahirni panePs
multina&nal response and orchestmting advice wâl be carried out, naw or evejý Is M
a U.N. ruolution. It wu the approaa in strain comrnon mwe to the breaking point-
Kwo-qo, too. The. United Stucs insisted Demands for a more robust U.N. force, in-

on using NATO tO driVC Otit S10b0d2n cludixig combat-ready "standby" units, long
of how U.N. troops' predate the fail of con==rýisnr-and therr,

had abjectly failed tc stop emlier atx>citir-s is litâ reason to think they will succeed
in Benia-but ultimately acted under nowwhere they have faiLed inîhe past.
the U.N ý fiag. While the new peacekeeping recomrn=-

Naw.the pattern is spreadin& gingerly, dations (which would cost'an ntin=ted
to vmtern Africa. Tlus past summer, szod nmon a Ycar to implement) were

i %,,ý,,,when Caton announced he was sendmg being touted, in Ncw Ybrk, a sknfkt US.
:'V.S. mffitary tminem to Niguia, it was an Congress in WaslUngtoir, D.C., was
"implicit recognition notjust of the derno- tr/ing to cut even more from the U.NA
=tic gavu=ent't newf0uý lqptý=acy, present peacckeepý budget At ont point,
but of the f= that, as the regiods =jor members of Consress actuzUy tried to
power, Nigeria must p1zy the key râle in entirely diminate Aîrican peacekeeping
ý:opping the atromities in Sicera Leonc- in ordex to mcct budget capr-d-iis despite
no Matter haw brutally Nigeriïs troops the efforts of Richard Halbrocke, Wash-
b7lay hevc acted the;re before. ington's U.N. ambassador, ro givc Africa

P 0 R E 1 G N AÉ FA 1 R S Novùnber /Decemàtricoo



Ali chad Hi r3b
cwrityf Whether Washington likes ït or flot,

interventionis meC here to stay. Tliey wfi
n's ex- go on intheir haphazrd way, with the
ciorc bigget headfincsanmd the most horrific
delivcr TV footagc typicaily drawinig the bi.ggest
=set of efforts, even as scademies and exprts

,o IJ.N. panse varlou.s "ru1es" for whcn America and
Jnited -other major power shouldjuinp m-go



CallingAll Regio-Cots

is doorned tc, remain am-ateurish, late, new system, without the imprimatw of a
and woefully under-resourced, as the U.N. Sccurity Council resclution, inter-
cxperîcaces in Bosnia,, Kosovo, and Sierra vention by regional powers will become
Leone have shown. A Wilsonân world 2. mere iavasion-however honorably
this may be, but it is a miserly and self- motivated-and carry with it the z1ueat
absorbed Wilsoni=ism. J= as the death of regional hegernony. It wM bc unwel-
o£the nation-state has been greatly exag- corne ta the loca.1s and lay the seeds for
gerated, sa has the idea that the needs fuzure conict.
of the «intern2tional communit)P'wW On the cher hand, without a force or
cver tminp, national interests. Arnelicans coalition of forces xeprescnting rcgional,
today may no longer have a clear idea of milîtary musde, a perpenially cash-strapped
what their national interests ue, but one U.N. is certÉri ta continue ta lose credi-
niterest ofwhich they are quite =c is that bility, as it did in Bosnia, East T"-Or,
their sons and daughters never agaia and Sierra Leone before reponal powers
die in battle steppted in. C=ent evcnts ha - forced

if the United Simtes will, not lead the realpoâticiam and libere, inten.àtionalîsts,
chargt for the U.N., no one else is likely to so long a-t odds, into bed togtther. One
fUf& vacu=. Indeed, despite the agMs- mindset has, in rnzny si=tions, becorne
sively pro-U.N. rhetoric of British Prime impossible without the o-ther,
Minister Tony Blair and cher Western This sugMts what the most important
1eadem, UN. peacektepùig today has been future role for the U.N. might becoxnc--
lugely sloughe'd onto the developing a legitimizer for local forces. ta many
world. As the Eràhimi report notes, nations, today7s Se=ity Council may

In contrast .to the long tradition of seern more likc a domiaeering Star
devdoped ceuntdes premding the bulk Chamber than a fount of international
of die troope for TJX pewckteping opera- jurisprudence, The council's irnaze woula
tions during the Orginizationî fint 5a certainly benefit if otl= major powexs
Yffl, in &0 lut few Ye2rs ý7 Perctat Of such as Germany and japen were made
the =Op$ in fon=d MitarY unit$ - wue permment members, thus ridding it of
cmtributed by developing countrics. its World, War 111-era mustiness. But flawed

or n04 the Security Council $tifi hm unique
OUT or- THE 130X poteneaL it is the only effec&z tlibunai
The report paints a bleà piaure. But therc and repository for interngtional case law
may yet bc a way out of this box--d the for dealing with etl=c &-muing and other
tur, of the debote me drasticEly altered hurnaaliulim horrors. As such, à must con-
ta accouat for regional devolution. Ile tinue ta = as the ubîter ofiaterventions.
'=ergence of U.N.-=ctioned regio-cops The use of U.N,-approved regional
îýh&nm many diinp. For one, it may peacckeepers WM help solve another czit-
elow us ta fmaJIy leue behind the inter- ical problern- how ta keep hurnanitarian
,minable debate between.proponents of intervention afigned with national intezcst.
in'ternational norms and institutions Aumalia, watcbizg the chaos in Ti=or
(like the U.N.) apd those -who push i= acrose the sea end perhaps feuir4g an

Under the =s1aught ofboa't people, was only too
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CaffingAll Regw- Cops

bite with Ueater Chille$c participation on boariý it needed the United Nations.

andý ifBeliing behaves ine eventually Backed by a Secunty Council resolution

take up the U.N. flag in C=bodi-ýi- and a U.N.-smcýàoned peacckeeping force>
Ov«.,g then, th= scem to bc more the Russians PfO'Ved =cial to:fiaauy

cases h= regionalisrn wiould work th= forcing lýUbsevi4 to cave in. NATO, the
where it would not. Last yeur, a National ni#tiest regio-cop in hià-tor)ý hacl to resoit

Intc1ligence Council study identified to U.N. Iegýtimation to gýt what it wanted.

23 countrics with'ongoing humanitazien
einergencies and cited 9 others thât -vnre THE WAY OF THE GUN

aWy to develop crises. Of those 3z cases, Ironically, much of this "new" vision of

'the Vast majority ceuld bendt from peacckeepirig is provided for in the T-Y.N.

regional peacekeeping or.peace enfbrce- Chuter ('n the long-Ignored Chapter 8).

ment solutions---,Nith some some key But few observers have connectcd tht

exceptions, such as India, PalEstm, Russia, dots between that section and the moxc

and possibly Nigeria itself Morcove:rý in commonly used ChaPttr 7, c d -t- s

some places, itgionalism has alrcady responscs to tlueats to the peace. And

become a tradition. The United States regionalism gets a. mere paragr2ph inthe

has long acted as a zegio-cop south of its 7o-pagç Brahlini report. Even such astute

border, rnost mently in 1-laiti. And Saudi observers as Stanley Hoffbaann, who

Axàia pIqed such a role in the Guffl ar, aimbly took a rràddle road «bctwe= the

makmg the U.S.-Ied intervention palatabIt excesses ofboth traditional reesm and

among the Arab world (if not to Osama liberal inttmationalism in his importwit

bin Laden). iggs work WôrIdDisordm, have tended

Nowh= has tkie new mgic>nal îWoach to overlook It potential of the hybrid

ta peac=oldng and peacckeeping been approa& In the booý, Hoffmarin concedes

bmer d=onatmted than in KÀ"ovo. that the Se=ity Council is "the main

After the faüures ofBosnia, the United source'of authorit-y'when it cornes to

Statu went into tlhe Kosovo crisis with a global legitimacy. But he plays down the

bonc in its tecth, brazenly 4ctermined poteritial ânk betwecn U.N. power and

to run, the campaign through NATO alonc. rczionesm, dismissing regional organi-

Tht TJ.N.1----at £rit--wu given no role at zations u «too often embroiled in or

&II. The Russians and their protem weze neutraUzed by disputes among or within

boxely tol=ted and truted to dismîssive states of the region, or eUc lacking in

hand-holdine diplomacy. 'Were just means of eniorcement" -

trý=g to moke th= think they have a Th at is se sometimes true. linpr*oying

pae said a Uýs. offlaal during the WaL, inarters Erthe ' t will depend on the inýýrm

AU this had chmged by the end of the of the nation thatwM undoubttly continue

7s-ày riATo bombing cunpaign, bDwever. to domiaate thg: twerity-fixst =ntutr. the

jýMôse* had stood fimer than =yene United States. IrId*edý Cânton adminis-

had, mpecte4 and Clinton, by urly June, .=tion ofâciaLs insist that they h= long

faced the politi=11Y nigh=IuÙh PrMect seen regiotxal peacékeeping as their para-

of ordering a grmind ànrmion. Wàshbeon digra, pointing to such smaa-bore efforts

needed MoseWs help;,to get Moscow as the Afiican Crisis Response Initiative.
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ekeepers methods. StU, the United States an~d the
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APPENDIX 2

THE USE 0F A PRIVATE MILITARY COMPANY: A CASE STUDY FROM
SIERRA LEONE

Author: Jonah Schulhofer-Wohl

Ail1 rights reserved. This document should flot be cited without permission of the author.

The existing conflict in Sierra Leone is an outgrowth of the civil war that started ini 1991.
I Mardi of that year, the Revolutionary United Front (RUF), beieved to have been

supported by Charles Taylor, then warlord and now President of Liberia, crossed over the
border froin Liberia and began to operate in southeastern Sierra Leone. At first, the RUF
focused on attacking the miners, townspeople, and farmers in that region, for the rebels
were a tool of Charles Taylor ini seizing Sierra Leone's resources to pay for the Taylor's
efforts ini Liberia. In April, '[a] communiqué announced the rebelion had been started ini
the naine of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) whose leader was Foday Sankoh, an
ex-army sergeant and professional photographer ini bis 50s. "

President Joseph Momnoh of Sierra Leone expanded his army fromn 3,000 to 14,000 troops
to counter the RIJF actions. HoQwever, financially restricted by the IMF and the World
Bank, lie could not afford to pay the troops. On 29 April 1992, officers led by Captain
Valentine Strasser marched to the president's office in Freetown, ostensibly to 'demand
their salaries and stage a protest.' Upon their arrivai, Momoli fied to Guinea, afraid that
there would be a coup. With Momoh gone, Strasser, who was only twenty-six at the time,
announced the overthrow of the Momoli governiment, 'an end to niisrule and corruption.' 2

After failed talks with Foday Sankob, Strasser began offensives against the RUF. In
Mardi 1993, Nigeria, which had consistently backed Sierra Leonian governments,
transferred two battalions from ECOMOG, the West African peacekeeping force it led in



upon thousands had been killed, and many of the survivors had been mutilated.7 Uine
seemed to be running out for the governiment: the RUF was 20 kilometers from Freetown,
and international staff there had been evacuated. 8 With the situation desperate, Strasser
had contact with Executive Outeomes (EO) in March 1995
The contract drawn up between EO and the Strasser governnient is interesting flot only
for its content but for the manner ini which it came about. Some accounts maintain that
Strasser cailed EO directly, having read about EO in Soldier of Fortune and Newsweek
magazines. 9 However, others recount the involvement of the Comapanies Heritage 011 and
Gas and Branch Energy. According to one article:

Tony Buckingham, the CEO of Heritage 011 and Oas, helped introduce EO to the
- Freetown governiment and Michael Grunberg, a major shareholder in Branch,

negotiated EO's contract.'0

The 'Branch' referred to is 'The Branch Group, a British multinational holding Company.,
The Branch Group is part of the Plaza Group, which also includes Diamond Works and
Heritage 011 and Gas. The article goes on to say that Buckingham played the same role
when EO was involved in Angola." Both allegations are conifirmed by a report in The
Namibian that:

Buckingham was described in the DiamondWorks prospectus of February 1997 as
able to provide or to assist with 'facilitating introductions for an organisation
known as Executive Outcomes to certain govemnments', with Grunberg assisting
in this regard.'12

Buckingham is also alleged to have signed the contract between EO and the Sierra
Leonian governnent, along with Strasser. 13 The contract itselC originally for about $20
million and one year only, starting la May 1995,'4 speci:fied that EO would 'combat and
destroy the 'terrorist enemies of the state'; [restore] international security; and [help]
build and niaintain an economic climate where new investment could be attracted and
allowed to flourish."15 The cost of EO's services is estimated to have totaled $35 million
over 21 months.'16

This fee was not easy for the Sierra Leone government to pay, and $19.5 million of it is
stili due, now part of Sierra Leone's debt.'17 That haff of the fée is outstanding bas
prompted speculation that EO was compensated for its services la some other way.
Indeed, EO's chairman, Eben Barlow, said in an interview, 'Africa is Africa, understand,
and we don't work for frI8'l EO's links to inining companies, whatever their extent , led
suspicions, published in Jane's Intelligence Review that EO had been granted 'mining
concessions, soon sold to BE [Branch Energy]."19 Offikials at plaz 107 and
DiaxnondWorks Ltd.20 requested that Jane s Intelligence Review publish a correction
firnished by themn 'to clarify the position.' However, their correction indirectly
confirming some of the suspicions, states:

B ranch International, Heritage 0OU and Gas, Plaza 107 and Sandline International
are not associated companies of Executive Outcomes or an>' of its related entities.
Neither is thete a financial or operational/business link as ivas suggested la the
article. At no time lias Branch Energy Ltd bought, or otherwise obtained, mining
concessions in Sierra Leone or elsewhere from Executive Outcomes or any of its
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related companies.... DiamondWorks and Branch Energy Ltd. are flot 'associated
companies' of Executive Outcomes and there are no direct 'operationallbusiness,
financial or administrative' links between DiamondWorks and Executive
Outcomes. 2

A correction to another article that contained the same claiM721 taken from the Jane's
article, restated that no companies received 'mining concessions from EO or any
company afliilated with.' It continued, however, that 'ail such concessions have been
direct awards by the State.' 23

The two corrections shed light, probably unintentionally, on the aileged minerai company
links with EO. The flrst, in stating that no 'direct' ties existed maises the possibility that
indirect links, such as Buckingham's introduction of EO to the Strasser government, or
Grunberg's negotiation of the EO contract, did in fact exist. Furthermore, the second
correction, in confirming that the govemiment bad granted concessions to the companies,
prompts the question whether the government's indebtedness to EO and EO's indirect
links to the companies led to the government's granting these concessions .24

Such concerns over financial corruption or coercion are complemented by concerns about
whether BO conimitted atrocities in the course of its operations. Journalist Elizabeth
Rubin reported that when EO helicopter pilots informed the Sierra Leone commander tbat
they found it bard to tell the différence between RUF fighters and civilians in the tbick
bush outside of Freetown, they were told 'Kil everybody.' Rubin noted that the pilots
complied3' It is not outside the realm of possibility that EO kiiled civilians. Indeed, with
ail the RUF attacks on civilians, it is unlikely that more civilian deatbs would bave
received special notice. That said, EO's record on atrocities appears dlean on paper.

Amnesty International reports that, in the case of EO's involvement i Angola,
'[although] there were at the time rumours of their involvement in hunian rights
violations, no evidence was ever presented to us and we were neyer able to confirin those
rumnours independently.' 26 Furthermore, no mention is made of atrocities on the part of
EO is miade in any of Amnesty's reports on. Sierra Leone.27 Rubin also, reports, in the
lame article that gave the anecdote of the helicopter pilots, that residents i the Kono
region 'felt so indebted to the soldiers of Executive Outcomes. .. .that they prayed for themn



headquarters; and to clear rernaining areas of RUF OCCUpation.,32 To realize these goals,
EO had a role similar to that of GSG with the exception of one critical aspect. While EO
was to train the Sierra Leone arrny, it also was to undertake offensive operations against
the RUF, sometimes in coordination with Nigerian peacekeeping troops. In this respect,
EO's role was that of a force multiplier, 'a small group whose specialised skiRs enhanced
the effectiveness of a much larger force.' 33

Groups of 120 govermnent soldiers were put through three-week programs in which EO
tried to build discipline and reinforce basic military operating processes in addition to
training the troops in anti-ainbush tactics, fireamis skiffs, and methods of counter-attack.
Furthermore, EO tried to curtail the use of alcohol and drugs by govermnent soldiers,
which had been widespread and had no doubt contributed to govermnent losses to the
RUF."

EO's own fighting capabilities, moreover, were quite substantial. Most of the soldiers it
brought to Sierra Leone had been in the 32 M Battalion, a counterinsurgency unit of the
South African Defense Forces that had operated in Angola. EO also brought with it an
impressive array of military equipment: two NU-17 armed transport helicopters, two
Andover medical evacuation airplanes, one based in Luanda and the other in Freetown, a
radio intercept systern, and fuel-air explosives. 35 In addition, EO made use of a Mi-24 E
Hind helicopter, six Land Rovers with antiaircraft guns, three BMP-2 armored personnel
carriers with 30-nun cannons, automatic weapons, artillery, and anununition provided by
the Sierra Leone govermnent. 36

EO used its superior military technology to great advantage in its operations against the
RUF. As discussed above, when Strasser and EO first came into contact, RUF forces
were 20 kilorneters from Freetown. Thus, EO's top priority was to drive the RUF away
from the capital, ensuring the saféty of the govemment, the city, and its surroundings.
Starting in April, EO pushed the RUF back more than 120 kilometers to bases in the
interior. RUF casualties were high, with several hundred killed. On top of that,
approxiinately 1,000 rebels deserted. The operation, scheduled to take one month, was
completed ùi nine days.

EOIS second offensive, ainied at securing the diamond-mining area of Kono, began
shortly thereafier. By June 1995, EO had arrived in Koidu, a town in the center of the
region, and by August the entire region was retaken. The initial phase of this operation
was carried out by only 85 men, with two armored personnel carriers and air support from
NU-17 helicopters. During the operation, as with others, units of the Sierra Leone Army
worked with EO. EO's training greatly enhanced the fighting capability these, units;
soldiers who had not gone through the training prograrn, manY under the influence of
alcohol and drugs, reportedly fled in the face of rebels whom they outnumbered. The
Kono operation weakened the RUF fiirther by taking away one of its sources of income as
well as inflicting severe casuaities. 37

EO continued relendessly in driving back the rebels. ' After its success in the Kono region
it went on to take the Sierra Rutile mine back from the RUF in December 1995. Finally,
EO struck directly at the RUF, launching an offensive against the RUF base in the
Kangari Hills in January 1996. The base was destroyed, prorMting the RUF to agree to38hold talks with the Strasser govenunent.
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In the following months, Sierra Leone held elections, the first in 23 yearS. 39 The new
civilian government led by Ahmed Tejan Kabbah, a former UN diplomat, was hesitant to
keep BO on the job. Peace talks with the RUF continued until the group went back on a
promise to sign a peace accord. Kabbah then had EO run another operation strikcing
directly at the RUF's headquarters. The operation devastated the headquarters, and only
days later Foday Sankoh gave bis consent to the accord, signing it on 30 November
1996 .40< EO lefi Sierra Leone in January 1997.

EO's experience ini Sierra Leone is striking in that it neyer bad more than 350 personnel
in the country at any one time.4 ' Furthermore, its casualties for the entire period of its stay
are reniarkably Iow, totalmng four at bighest count.1 In contrast, the United Nations
Mission in Sierra Leone (IJNAMSIL), which unlike EO was flot engaged in hostilities
with the RUE, had eight casualties between October 1999 and June 2000.~ And, needless
to say, there were no reports of EO's troops being taken hostage.

EO's rote i Sierra Leone provides valuable lessons for post-CoId War peacekeeping
missions. With peacekeeping focusing more on iutra-national conflict, much of which
may be classified as 'low-iutensity' contlict, and with the UN placing an added emphasis
on post-conflict peacebuilding, EO's tactics and work with the local populations iu Sierra
Leone are of particular relevance.

A crucial elemnent in EO's Sie rra Leone operation was intelligence. Using the local
population, EO gathered intelligence and conducted a counter-intelligence programn
against the RUE. Aerial surveillance and interception of radio communication provided
additional information, such as the locations of rebel bases."4 EO reinforced its strong
intelligence gathering abilities by coordiuatlng its efforts with the kamajors, a local force
of hunters that totaled more than 10,000 during the height of its activitieS .45

Complemeutiug its intelligence capabilities was a will to act decisively and with force.
Lafras Luitingh, a director of EO, stated that EO's soldiers would respond strongly to
hostile actions and that 'Ijw]e will, ln addition, take any pre-emptive action we need if we
feel that the enemny is in a position to cause us damiage or danger.'46 EO's operation to
seize the Kono diamond fields showed the RUF the seriousuess of the company's
intentions, and RUE activity was extremely limited for the duration of EO's stay in Sierra
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1 'Chronology of Sierra Leone: How diamonds fuelled the conflict,' Africa Confidential, found at
http://www.africa-confidential.com/special.htm; William Reno, 'Privatizing War in Sierra Leone,' Current
History, May 1997, p.228.

2 Elizabeth Rubin, 'An Army of One's Own,' Harper's Magazine, February 1997, p.46.

3 GSG stems from the Gurkha regiment of the British Army, which was established in 1947 to fight as a
proxy for the government of the UK. (David J. Francis, 'Mercenary intervention in Sierra Leone: providing
national security or international exploitation?' Third World Quarterly, Vol. 20, No. 2, p.326).

4 GSG was subcontracted by J & S Franklin, a military equipment supplier based in the United Kingdom.
(Ibid).

5 Ibid.; 'Chronology of Sierra Leone.'
6 Reno, 'Privatizing War in Sierra Leone,' p.228.
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3" Francis, 'Mercenary intervention in Sierra Leone,' p.327; 'Rubin, 'An Amny of One's Own,' p.47.

37 Rubin, 'An Army of One's Own,' p.45, 48. Operational details from Venter, 'Privatising War,'p.4.

38 Shearer, Prîvate Annies and Military Intervention, pp.49-5 1.

'9 Isenberg, 'Soldiers of Fortune Ltd.'

401 Id., p. 5l.

41 Venter, 'Privatising War,' p..
42 David Shearer, 'Portrait of a Private Anny,' Foreign Policy, Fail 1998, p. 73, states that four EO
personnel were killed i Sierra Leone. Kirsten Sellars, 'Old dogs of war learn new tricks,' New Statesman,
25 April 1997, p. 24, puts the number at only two. Howe 'Private security forces and African stability,'
p.314, cites Brigadier Bert Sachse, the EO commander in Sierra Leone, as saymng that only two EO
personnel were killed in combat.

43 United Nations, the Departmnent of Peacekeeping Operations Situation Centre, 'Fatalities by Mission and
Incident Type,' 14 July 2000. Found at htto://www.un.org/Depts/di)kof"atalities/fatal2.htmn. 0f the eight
fatalities, four resulted from illness, one was accidentai, one was classified as 'other,' and two resulted from
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Naftns forcea for complex OPeraýons shouid be afforded the field intelligence and other
capabilities needed to mount an effective defence Wair* violent chagengem,

Moreover, United Natione peacekeepers - troops or pcdice who vàtro" violence against
civifiee should be presurned to be authorizM to stopjit ýMthjn their mean% in support of
basic United Nations prjncipýes, However, operations given a broad and explicit mandate for
eivdian proWction must be given the specific resources needed to carry Qut that mandate.

The %%cretanat must telý the SeCurity Councffl w4iW it noeds to know, not what it vvants to...heer,
whenfeçqmffeMinq force " other resource levols. foý,f new mission, and jt mue set those.
leve% aodoýdîng to reaIMc scerados that , teks, into a=nt ;ikely challenges to.
loiommntation. Securîty Cm=H Mandates, in turn, should reflect the clarity that
lpuçek" kig çporagons 'require for unity of effort Wm #iey deploy into poterffiaily
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Page 5 of 6

of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Buc4etary Questions (ACABO) to comrnit
up to $50 million well in advence of the adoption of a Secudty Couricil resolution establiahing
a riew opembon.onS. it becom.es c.f.eat..,ffilt. an operation is likely to be.e.sbbflshecL

Enhance HmOquarbm capaelly to plan and support peace opomtions

The Panel recommends that Headquarters support for peacekeeping be treated as a coreactivityof Me Urdted Natiçn% and ais such the majoiity of its resource requirements should be,
&«kýeà groagh #* regtMPbvdget of the Organization. DPKO and o9w, offices that plan aM

ýprQ, -aM, SIT&tVý Primafily ftMed by the Support Account, Wiich isrenewe-eaO year and funds only tempomry posý That approach to funding and, staff
'"",to =*ffl #* teýý feWre of eeft op«otSis Wth the evident pemianence ofIPO$SkeePng and OthOr PfflM DP«aOOM, "Vites es ÇOfe funaon& of the, United N&Uom,
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of: substantive and administrative compow« Wthin a fair geographic and
wder distÉbution and Wth inputfrom Member States:

(b) ýrhe entre leadership of a mission should be selected and assembled at
Headquarters as early as possibie in order to enable their participation In key
aspects of the mission pýannirîg pmcess, for briefings on the situation, In the
mi"on area and to meet and wark vvith their coHeagues in mission leadership;

(C) The Secrý tI mould routmly p .mvide th.ern"on leademhip ýMth stratagiç
gukW« and plam for aitimpatitig and, *vecorning challenges to mandate

and Menever pSakbie O=ld formulate uècti guidance Md
plenstogether with die n-ýssion leadership,

pomnnef;

W'M*mb« $tâý,shoutd be er=oege, mhwe apmWdate, to enter into
paân*ýsMps Mh one arcüer, vtein thoexitwd of'#m Unked Nations StaxR)ý
Afzýý syotem (UNSAS), to form seveAffl =henNit WiqQýe f«ý
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(e) Tlie Panel rooommencis that parclllêl arrangements Io recommendations (a),.
(b) and (c) above be established for judicial, penal, humen rights and other
relevant specJalists, who with specialist civilien: police MI make up collegial "rule
of wW teams.

il. CIVIIIM specialhrft:

(ay TheSecretariat should establish a central Intemet/intranet-based roster of
pre-selected civilian candidatesavaitable to déploy to peace operafions on short:
natice. The field mieons should be gfaMted access to arxl "egatêd authoritý
to remit camdjdates from it in accordanS with quidelirles on fair geographlc
and gender distribution Io be pfornulgated by the Secretariat

(b) The Field Service categoty of personnel should be reforrried to mirror the
recwent demands faced by ail, peace operafions, especially at Ille mid- to,
senW-leveas irt the adrninisbativer and logisbcs areaw,

(c) Conditions of sfflicé for externally ý recfuited civillan staff -Should be rev ised
to enablê the United Nations to éVect the moe highly quaJified cwdidatee, and
to tten offer those Mo have mved WM distinction greater career prospectK

DPKO ShoUld fbrMUIate a cc>mpmherWve staffing strategy for peace
oper4üon$l wwînine, arnonq other toues, the (me of United Nations Voluntaffl,
setndby arrangenmts fe the pmvWdn ýof civihan pemnnel, on 72 týý'noffce
to fâc1fWe rmisoloh stwl-up, and'the dWisiotie of, responsibiâlýy affiong,
mfflb»m of Itie Exedufivé Commiftee on PeaSr'and SeCUrity for iMpienlerlbrtg'
ffiat "89Y.

12. RapIdly doployable éapacfty ýW publIc loft=odon,,

Addý 'm shoWd be d0voted Io Heïon budgets Io public fnfonbâtlon and the
a$80ciatied P«èowe and lmfmlwtxl wimolopy requtred to pË an Opera#o n% rnessage out

effl
tb

UR'em's z
J

pl« to the,

y
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view to providing field missions with much greater flexibility in the management
of their budgets;

(f) The Secretariat should increase the level of procurement authority delegated
to the field missions (from $200,000 to as high as $1 million, depending on
mission size and needs) for ali goods and services that are available locally and
are not covered under systems contracts or standing commercial services
corrtracts.

14. Fundlng Heodquartem support for peacèkeeplng operations-

(a) The Panel recommends a substantial increase in resources for Headquarters
support of peacekeeping operations, and urges the Secretary-General to submit
a propSal to the General Assembly oubining his requirements in full;

(b) Headquartemýsùpport for peaeekeeping should be treated as.:a core acdvity
of the United NatiSis,, and. as such the. majority of. its resourS requirernents for
this purpose should be funded through the mechanisffi of, the. regular bîennial
programme budget of the Organk-zadon;

(c) Pending the preparEffion:of the Sxt Mukr budget submission, the Panel
reçommends that the Secretary-General approach the Generai Assembly wfthz a
request for an emergency supplemental irscreMe to the Support Account to
èAlow imtnediate recruitment of additional personnel, particularly In DPKO.

16. IntegraW mhWon plan rdng and stqiport.

Intfflted, Mission Tàe Forces membérs seo»W from throughout the United
Nations system, as necessary, should be the Mandard vehicle for mkeion-specifie plaririlng
arîd Sumort IMTFs should serve as the first point of contact for ail such support and IMTF
leaders should have tem"ry line authority over seconded personnel, In ;ý;ý vvb
ggrwmerft between DPKO, OPA-aM other. co.nffibuWQ deparknents,:Programmeý%..hnxls:
and agenýies.

*iQuotrnonts Iln OPKO:

current ffltary ýarýJ'CJvilian Poliç>-- Divisioh, should be msùtýctoedî
MMJMQ, th, CMIF,,r %Î., Urùt out of the rrrifitary reporting chain- ConMjeration
thodd'be give'n to upgrsang the rank and 4evel of #*,CivilienýPolice Adviser,

Thol-fflWy AOAWs Offica In DPKO shauW, be restuctured to 00fieNxmd
&e wýiy 'in wNch the mWtwy,-foed tîeedquarters- in UMed

r»» îË* Wwt*ý be '*XabW*d, Iti OPKO àndsWW wM,#* roWmÈ

*O&C" u» of dvlWm pp#S In the ýUnW Na*= peace *pýý

*id

*yeonow fýx P*emeep4,openffi= for a WW,ý%,w ûw

ole
le-
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17.. 0 perational support for public lnfommdbw.

A unit for operationsi planning and sup port of public i riformation in peace operations should
be established, efther withiri DPKO or within a Mw Peace and Secuhty Information Service in
the Depaement of Public information (OPI) reporting directly to the Undef-Secretary-GeneraýI
for Communication and Public Information.

18. PeaCâ-bulidingý su p port In the Departrnent of PolMeail AfWM:

(a) The Panel supports the Secrebries effort to create a pilot Peace-buildinq
Unit vdthin DPA, in oooperabS with offier ýint"l United Nations elements, ard
suggests th* regtdar, btïdgetofy support for this unit be revisited by the'
mernbership If the pM programme works well. This programme should be
evaluated in the context of gukfance the Panel has provided in para"ph 48
above, and if' 00n*WOd theý beW eMtàbte option for sûeneming United
Notions peaceý.Wkgng capwÀty it stugd be presented to the Sectelvy-General
wfthin, the context of the Raners rec=Mendation contalned in paýagraph 47 (d)
above;

(b) The Fanel reommertds thot, reelar budget resources for Elec
AssWanS DMeion programmatic expenses be substantially ÎrKweased to meet
üle raO&y growin demand for itsservite% In fieu of w9witwy contributiom

ýi(c) To «giëve demand on theýFIeW Administmtion and Logisbos Dhdejon (FALD)
and ffie executWe OffiS of QPAý and tpý Improve , supportservioe r«xwed to,
«rr.dW polWoe and peace-buikiirig, field offices, the Panel recommencis #iat
pm=wnerd,, looWIcsý #»ff rqcmhrrýF.« -ond o9wsupport mvice& forali sue

field, M"OM be provided by the United, Natiým Office for

P«co oo«Wtýo» suppc« la OW, Offko of the tinfted Natiom'f4h Commignimer

TIýe Partel ==Mends sUýý enhanchQ the fMd mleew >annbsg-tW X*arabm
>*PaCRY of #* Offlee Of the UffiW Nabons Migh Commissioner f« HuMan Rights, voith

P*4Y fMM PeMY f=, poac* oWe= Mluion budges.

41' 1
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;e Th ae norgstedvlpeto e iec-aaeetb
; eduresadtefedmsin, nwihHaqatr udmiti4vrih ÷;t ;niida ;isoswudhv tf uhrzdt rd n
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